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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is composed of five papers. In the first three papers, triboelectric
charging, which is the underlying cause of most electrostatic discharge (ESD), during daily
human activities in data centers such as well-defined pattern walking, random walking,
standing up from a chair, and taking off a sweater is investigated. Further, the effect of
environmental condition (temperature and relative humidity), the footwear, and flooring
material in building the static voltage and the discharge process are studied.
In the fourth paper, triboelectric charge generation on the glass is investigated
during the glass transportation by roller conveyor systems in display manufacturing. The
underlying parameters that affect the static charging on both glass and rollers consisting of
roller material, roller radius, transfer velocity, transfer acceleration, traveling distance, and
relative humidity are explored.
The fifth paper focuses on the shielding effectiveness (SE) of quad form-factor
pluggable (QSFP) interconnections cages with heatsinks, which are often only optimized
for thermal, mechanical, and volume manufacturing. Energy parcels and their trajectory
concept are applied to electromagnetic waves (EM) to visualize the coupling paths in a
QSFP cage with a rising heatsink. The rising heatsink creates a new coupling path for EM
waves to leak to the cage and emit from the routers/switches chassis faceplate. An EMI
mitigation technique is introduced and its performance is evaluated with SE measurement
for the frequency of 1-40 GHz with and without the active operational of 40 Gbps optical
module in a dual reverberation chamber.
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Description



decay time constant

V

voltage

t

time

VT

transfer velocity

RR

roller’s radius



angular velocity

Q

charge

SE

shielding effectiveness

P

power

E

electric field
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J

electric current source

M

magnetic current source



permittivity



permeability

S

instantaneous Poynting vector

u

total magnetic and electric energy density
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SECTION
1. INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is composed of five papers that focuses on triboelectric charge
voltage generation during daily activities in data centers, triboelectric charge voltage
generation during glass transfer system in display manufacturing, and shielding
effectiveness of quad small form-factor pluggable (QSFP) interconnections cage with a
heatsink and visualizing the coupling path by applying the energy parcels concept to
electromagnetic (EM) waves.
In the first three papers, the generation of electrostatic charge is considered for the
cases of walking, standing up from a chair, and for taking off a sweater at seven different
environmental conditions. Further, the effect of utilizing ESD-mitigation shoes and floors
on building the static charge and the discharge process are presented.
In the fourth paper, triboelectric charge generation on the glass is explored during
the glass transportation by a roller conveyor system in display manufacturing. The paper
presents an intensive study to understand the underlaying parameters including the effect
of roller material (insulative vs. dissipative), roller radius (small vs. large), transfer velocity
(slow vs. fast), transfer acceleration (medium vs. high), traveling distance (200 m vs. 400
m). In addition, a comprehensive study of the surface potential distribution on the glass
and rollers by utilizing a 2D automated scanner is given.
In the fifth paper, the shielding effectiveness of QSFP interconnections cages with
heatsinks, which are often optimized for thermal, mechanical, and volume manufacturing,
is investigated. Energy parcels and their trajectory concept are applied to EM waves to
visualize the coupling paths in a QSFP cage with a rising heatsink. The rising heatsink
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creates a new coupling path for EM waves to leak to the cage and emit from the
routers/switches chassis faceplate. An EMI mitigation technique is introduced and
evaluated by SE measurement for the frequency of 1-40 GHz, and by an active operational
of 40 Gbps optical module in dual reverberation chamber.
The primary contributions of this dissertation include:
o Analyzing triboelectric charging during daily human activities in data centers
and understanding the dependency of the risk of ESD-related failure on the
environmental conditions and materials of foot wearing and flooring (Paper IIII).
o Studying triboelectric charging on the display glass during the glass
transportation in LCD display manufacturing and the underlaying parameters
(Paper IV).
o Exploring the electromagnetic shielding effectiveness in QSFP cages with
heatsink and applying energy parcels concept to EM waves to visualize the
coupling path created by a rising heatsink (Paper V).
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PAPER
I. DEPENDENCE OF ESD CHARGE VOLTAGE ON HUMIDITY IN DATA
CENTERS (PART 1 - TEST METHODS)
ABSTRACT
The effect of absolute and relative humidity on the charge generated on the human
body during different human activities was investigated. Environmental conditions were
altered between a relative humidity of 8% to 45% in a temperature range of 5˚C to 38˚C;
additionally, a wide range of footwear and flooring types were considered. The human
activities studied included well-defined walking, random walking and scraping feet, taking
off a sweater and dropping it, and sitting up from a chair. The first part of this three-part
article mainly describes the test and data analysis methodology. One conclusion based on
the voltages generated across different footwear and flooring combinations is that charge
generation depends on the particular activity and associated materials. However, low
relative humidity and a low, but not very low, dew point in general produce conditions
favorable for high voltage generation. Among all the experiments performed, sitting up
from a chair yielded the highest body voltage. Two other parts of the three-part article
present a detailed analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
Increasing demands for energy efficient data centers leads to a strong drive towards
identifying the optimal environmental operating conditions. Studies have shown that
humidity affects the static charge that can be generated on a body [1]-[3]. The sudden
discharge of these static voltages can damage or destroy data center equipment. In order to
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have reliable operation and considerable amount of energy savings ASHRAE has
guidelines for operating different types of data centers in different environmental condition
envelops as indicated in Figure 1. Envelopes A1 – A4 show the different permissible
envelopes for different types of data centers [4]. Operating a data center for prolonged
times in the lower humidity range of A3 and A4 increases the risk of ESD induced upset
or damage.

Figure 1 - ASHRAE psychometric chart. Pink stars indicate the seven environmental
conditions in this study, while black stars indicate the environmental conditions used in
previous studies [5] and [6].

Figure 1 and Table 1 show the ASHRAE Psychometric Chart [4] and indicate the
environmental test points at which experiments have been performed. One previous study
concentrated more on regions A1 and A2 [5] and [6]. However, due to the large energy-
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saving potential in the even wider ranges of A3 and A4, a second study was initiated to
determine how much the risk of upset or failure in a data center would increase if the
environmental conditions in data centers extended to the lower humidity range of A3 and
A4. To answer this question, a large set of voltage measurements were taken under wellcontrolled conditions. These measurements recorded the voltage as a function of time while
the operator was performing an action, such as walking, sitting up from a chair, or removing
a sweater and dropping it. The parameter set included a wide range of flooring systems,
from conductive floors to insulated floors, as well as a range of footwear, from standard to
electrostatic discharge (ESD)-preventing. During the second study, 4000 additional
experiments were performed, providing more than 6500 minutes of recorded voltage
waveforms. This database allows multiple types of analysis:
o Voltage levels created by user actions,
o Voltage levels as a function of environmental conditions,
o Voltage levels as a function of footwear and flooring,
o Discharge times for different flooring and footwear combinations,
o Comparison of voltage levels for different types of operator actions, such as
walking vs. sitting up from a chair,
o Extrapolation of voltage levels using the probability density function to
estimate the occurrence rate of voltages over time frames much longer than the
1-minute recorded waveforms,
o Estimation of the failure risk in data centers caused by the surpassing of
robustness thresholds when a person charged above the threshold touches the
data center serve.
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The first part of the article, presented here, focuses on the description of the test
method, measurement definitions, and initial data analysis. The environmental points
selected for the second study primarily included those from regions A3 and A4 that allowed
the effect of humidity changes to be predicted. It needs to be noted that a recent publication
[7] that shows measured environmental conditions inside of data centers shows a large
variation which often exceeds the targeted range.

Table 1 - List of selected environmental conditions.
Data Points

Temperature (°C)

RH (%)

Dew Point(°C)

1

5

25

-13.1

2

15

15

-11.67

3

27

8

-10

4

18

15

-8.9

5

28

10

-6.11

6

23

15

-5

7

17

25

-3.4

8

38

8

-1.7

9

18

40

3.89

10

27

25

5

11

18

45

5.6

12

23

35

6.7

13

27

45

13.9

14

23

60

15

15

27

53

16.7
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2. WELL-DEFINED WALKING PATTERN EXPERIMENT
A well-defined walking pattern (WDP) has been created to allow repeatable results
in comparing floor and shoe combinations. This pattern is described in the ANSI/ESD
STM97.2 standard. Additionally, we introduced a “random” walking test that provides less
reproducible results but better simulates real, uncontrolled walking.
The ANSI/ESD STM97.2 test method [8] involves a person walking on a floor
sample in a well-defined walking pattern while wearing a specific shoe type under
controlled environmental conditions. The person repeats the walking pattern a minimum
of 10 times while holding an electrode to record the static voltage during walking. The
general test setup and walking pattern, appear in Figure 2. To control the environmental
conditions (Table 1), additional steps were taken to maintain low humidity. The participant
wore a breathing mask that was connected to small bottles of desiccant to absorb moisture
in the breath. Also, at high temperature and low humidity (e.g., 38 ˚C and 8% RH), a
ventilated overall clothing reduced the chamber’s moisture intake. Table 2 lists the floor
and shoe types used in this experiment. Rubber1 and Rubber2 are conductive, low
resistance rubber floors, which we refer to as “ESD floor” herein. The specific highpressure laminate floor (HPLF) used is a high resistance floor, referred to herein as “NonESD” floor. Also, Vinyl1 and Vinyl2 are low dissipative range floors, which can be
considered medium-ESD floors.

Other researchers have shown a strong correlation

between the shoe-floor resistivity and the charge voltage [9] and [10]. However, certain
wax-like materials can reduce the tribo-charging strongly, although they do not exhibit
conductive properties. We selected a wide range of popular shoes for our investigations.
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Figure 2 - (a) well-defined walking experiment setup, (b) well-defined walking pattern
([5] and [6]).

Table 2 - Floor and shoes type.
Shoes
1) Low-range
dissipative ESD
2) Mid-range
dissipative ESD

Floorings

ESD-description

1) Rubber #1
2) Rubber #2
3) Vinyl #1

ESD-mitigating

4) Vinyl #2

3) Deck shoes #1
4) Deck shoes #2
5) Deck shoes #3
6) Plastic shoes
7) Running shoes
8) Leather dress

5) High-pressure
laminate (HPL)

Non-ESD mitigating
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The shoe column includes two low resistance shoes, which served as the ESD shoes
in this experiment. The other shoes are high resistance shoes not considered to have ESDreducing properties. Further information about footwear and flooring resistance in relation
to ESD protection can be found in [10] and [11].

Figure 3 - Typical waveform of WDP (solid traces). (a) Rubber #2 floor, low-range
dissipative ESD shoes, at 27°C & 8% RH, (b) HPLF floor, deck shoes 1, at 27°C & 8%
RH, (c) Rubber #2 floor, plastic shoes, at 27°C & 8% RH.
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Figure 3 illustrates examples of the voltages recorded during WDP (solid traces).
Subfigure (a) was recorded for a person walking on an ESD floor (flexco rubber) while
wearing a pair of ESD shoes (mid-range dissipative ESD shoes) at a temperature of 27 °C
(80.6 °F) and relative humidity (RH) of 8%. In spite of the low humidity, only low voltages,
less than 150 V, were recorded. This is a consequence of wearing ESD shoes on an ESD
floor. Most charges created at the sole-floor interface were neutralized rapidly by the
conductive path. The voltage increased every time the person walked along the defined
pattern. However, in contrast, subfigure (b) shows the results for the case in which neither
an ESD floor nor ESD shoes were used. The insulating properties of both allowed the buildup of much higher voltages. This material pairing created a negative voltage. In principle,
the tribo-eletric series can be used to predict the voltage polarity; however, this is difficult
given the unknown material properties and surface conditions. The voltage discharged
more rapidly in case (a) than in case (b). Another phenomenon observed for some
combinations of insulated flooring and footwear was that the voltage increased over the
100sec experiment, but returned to nearly zero between steps when using conductive
surfaces. In the insulated case, the voltage finally reached a saturated value. The
experiments were performed for 100sec, which was assumed to be the maximum walking
time before an operator would either stand in one location long enough to discharge, or
discharge by other means, such as touching a door.

2.1. WALKING AND STANDING VOLTAGES
To evaluate the recorded voltage waveform, three values were measured, the
walking voltage, standing voltage, and maximal voltage magnitude. Figure 4 (a) and (b)
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depicts two typical waveforms of WDP walking. For subfigure (a), the positive voltage
was measured as the person lost electrons, while for subfigure (b), the person received a
negative charge. According to ANSI/ESD STM97.2 [8], the walking voltage is the average
of all local peaks of the voltage magnitude. In the figure, the circles represent the local
peaks. In contrast, the standing voltage is the average of local minimums of the voltage
magnitude, as indicated by the squares in the figure. The definition is based on two
underlying assumptions: 1) using the average stabilizes the measurement, which is helpful
in comparing different test conditions, and 2) how long a person will walk before touching
a server is unknown.
Comparing the maximal voltage during 100 s of walking to the walking voltage for
a wide range of test conditions provides insight into the usefulness of the definition of
walking voltage. The results of two selected sets of materials are presented. These sets
represent the most and least ESD-reducing configurations. The first column in Table 3 lists
the set of ESD-reducing materials, which includes two ESD shoes (low-range dissipative
ESD shoes and mid-range dissipative ESD shoes) and two ESD floors (rubber 1 and rubber
2). The second column lists the non-ESD materials, which includes six non-ESD shoes and
one non-ESD floor (HPLF). Figure 5 shows the average voltage for each of these two sets
of materials.
Figure 5 shows the voltages as a function of the dew point for the maximal voltage
magnitude, walking, and standing voltage. Sub-figure (a) presents data for a case in which
ESD was suppressed by using ESD shoes on a conductive rubber floor, while sub-figure
(b) presents data for non-ESD-reducing floor and shoes. The following conclusions can be
drawn from this dataset:
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Figure 4 - Determining walking and standing voltage. (a) WDP walking at 27°C & 8%
RH, (b) WDP walking at 18°C & 15% RH, (c) random walking at 27 °C & 8% RH, (d)
random walking at 18°C & 15% RH.

o ESD suppression was very successful, reducing the maximal voltage by 10x or
more,
o The maximal voltage magnitude was consistently a factor of approximately 1.3
above the walking voltage. This indicates that the experiments were consistent
and not governed by momentarily high voltage peaks,
The standing voltage was much lower than the walking voltage. However, the ratio
was not constant; it varied across environmental conditions and flooring / footwear
selection. The ratio between the walking and standing voltage ranged from 0.8 to 3. The
standing voltage is important because most operators will stand still before they touch a
server. Especially for the more critical non-ESD controlled situation, a voltage maximum
was indicated around a dew point just below 0 °C. This was most visible when the
temperature reached 38 °C. This condition combined a high dew point with low relative
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humidity. At lower temperatures, the maximum was more visible under environmental
conditions of 18 °C and 15% RH.

Table 3 - ESD reducing and non-ESD reducing material combinations.
ESD Material (Floor, Shoe)

Non-ESD Material
(Floor, Shoe)

(Rubber #1, Low-range dissipative ESD shoes)

(HPLF, Deck #2)

(Rubber #1, Mid-range dissipative ESD shoes)

(HPLF, Deck #1)

(Rubber #2, Low-range dissipative ESD shoes)

(HPLF, Deck #3)

(Rubber #2, Mid-range dissipative ESD shoes)

(HPLF, Leather dress)
(HPLF, Running)
(HPLF, Plastic dress)

Figure 5 - Comparison of the maximum magnitude voltage, walking voltage, and
standing voltage for WDP walking. (a) ESD material set, (b) non-ESD material set.
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2.2. RANDOM WALKING EXPERIMENT
In the random walking experiments, the participant sometimes walked faster, or
occasionally moved his or her shoes sideways. There was no requirement to walk a defined
pattern with short stops in between. The random walking voltages were somewhat higher
(30% higher) than in the case of the WDP and they did not exhibit a regular pattern. This
somewhat contrasts the data from Ryser [11], which indicates a ratio of approximately 1:2
between walking and scraping. However, Ryser also noted that his walking voltages were
rather low. It is not clear how the scraping action was performed. In our random walking,
fast walking with some slippage was part of the procedure; however, strong sideways or
large dragging movements were not considered common for walking in a data center and
therefore were not included in our random walking pattern. This might explain the different
ratios between walking in a pattern and random walking. In contrast to the WDP, during
random walking, there were no brief stops, so no pronounced voltage minima were created
by discharge. Therefore, it was only possible to extract two measurement values from every
random walking experiment: 1) the maximal voltage magnitude, and 2) the walking
voltage. The walking voltage was derived from the average of the local maxima. Figure 4
(c) and (d) illustrate typical random walking voltage waveforms and their processing. For
the insulated floor and shoe combination (subfigure (d)), the voltage reached
approximately -2500 V, while it only reached 150 V for the ESD-reducing footwear/floor
combination. The individual steps produced short local maxima. These were identified, and
their average was used to calculate a walking voltage. Figure 6 compares the maximal
voltage magnitude, and walking voltage as a function of dew point for random walking.
Subfigure (a) shows the average of voltages if ESD mitigating shoes and floors are used,
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while subfigure (b) shows the average of voltages for a set of non-ESD materials. Similar
to the WDP, the walking voltage is about 30% below the maximal voltage magnitude. For
ESD mitigating materials the voltages are low. The more critical situation of non-ESD
mitigating materials leads to voltages in the kV range. The measurements at a rather high
temperature of 38 °C (100.4 °F) and 8% RH led to the highest voltages. A drop in voltages
at lower dew points has been observed.

Figure 6 - Comparison of the maximum magnitude voltage, and walking voltage for
random walking. (a) ESD material set, (b) non-ESD material set.

3. SITTING UP FROM A CHAIR EXPERIMENT
In addition to walking, a variety of other operator actions can cause considerable
charges [13] and [14], such as moving carts removing a garment and dropping it in [15],
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unwrapping plastic foil, and sitting up from an office chair [16]. Also, this study included
sitting up from a chair and removing a garment. In this experiment, the participant sat down
on a chair for three seconds and then stood up while holding an electrode to record the
voltage. Then, the participant waited approximately five seconds before sitting down again,
repeating this cycle a minimum of 10 times, so the length of each recorded voltage
waveform would be around 50 seconds. During this experiment, the participants’ shoes
always remained on the ground, and their backs touched the entire back of the chair while
sitting.
Figure 7 (a) shows the general setup for this experiment and the results. Three
different, randomly selected, non-ESD-compliant office chairs were used. Subfigure (b)
shows the recorded voltage waveform for all three chairs when the participant wore nonESD deck shoes 1 on a non-ESD floor, HPLF. The chamber was set to 27 °C at 8% RH.
For all chair experiments, the same outer garment was worn. Similar to the walking
experiment, a mask was worn to help maintain a low RH.
When the participant’s hips touched the chair (subfigure (b)), the person received
electrons and charged to a negative voltage. When the participant completely sat down and
leaned against the back of the chair, a positive voltage was acquired. The moment the
person stood up, the voltage increased strongly. When the floor/shoe combination was well
insulated, the participant did not discharge while standing. When the participant sat down
again, the effect of the charges on the chair and on the person were compensated for
partially, reducing the voltages until the participant stood up again. As the person does not
discharge between repeated sit-down, stand-up cycles, the voltage may increase in each
cycle if the flooring system does not provide a sufficient path to the ground. In analyzing
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the maximal voltage, it should be noted that the data from chair 1 (solid trace) and chair 2
(dotted trace), subfigure (b), was measured for a shorter period of time. This was caused
by sparking. This does not affect the voltage increase obtained by each cycle of sitting
down and standing up, however, a higher maximal voltage would have been reached.

Figure 7 - Chair experiment. (a) Illustrating sitting up process, (b) example of typical
waveforms, (c) chair event voltage for cases in which the shoe/floor system discharges
rapidly from the person.

3.1. CHAIR EVENT VOLTAGE
To analyze the data, we defined an “event voltage” for both the chair and the
garment experiments. The event voltage describes the average change in voltage when the
person stands up from the chair or drops a sweater. Figure 7 illustrates the data. When
standing up, the voltage rises. After standing up, the voltage may drop slowly Figure 7 (b)
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or rapidly Figure 7 (c) depending on the shoe/floor resistance. The person stands for a few
seconds and then sits down again, repeating this process ten times.
In many cases, it is easy to read a meaningful event voltage from the waveform.
However, in cases in which the shoe/floor resistance is low, the charges will dissipate
quickly Figure 7 (c). Further, the person may acquire a voltage of the other polarity for a
moment upon sitting down. This voltage would dissipate to zero if the person were to sit
for a longer period of time, so we defined the event voltage as the increase in voltage from
zero to the highest voltage reached, as illustrated in Figure 7 (c). Figure 8 indicates that all
three chairs followed a similar pattern with respect to the voltage magnitude. In most cases,
Chair #3 showed the highest charge voltage; however, no large differences between the
chairs existed.

Figure 8 - Comparison of event voltage for different chairs. (a) ESD material set, (b) nonESD material set.
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This indicates that the samples of chairs selected did not contain an outliner, i.e.,
the data likely represent typical office chairs. Even when using ESD-reducing footwear
(subfigure (a)) and flooring, an average event voltage of 1000V was recorded at a dew
point of -10 °C (14°F). This voltage would not be sufficient to damage or upset servers that
fulfill the IEC 61000-4-2 requirements of 4000/8000V ESD test levels; however, they
would certainly endanger data center equipment during conditions in which the normal
shielding has been removed, i.e., during service that requires accessing internal points.
When no ESD-reducing footwear and flooring were used, the average event voltage
reached 4000V at only -5 °C (42 °F). This value equals the ESD test levels. Other types of
chairs, garments, or individual events will certainly surpass the 4kV limit, which clearly
indicates the need to use only ESD-reducing chairs in data centers.

4. TAKING OFF A SWEATER EXPERIMENT
Many researchers have noted that removing a sweater can cause large voltages [15].
As the temperature in a data center can vary locally, it is reasonable to assume that
operators may remove a sweater and drop it. The charge separation occurs when the
sweater rubs on the underlying layer of clothing. However, that will not create a large
voltage on the person, as the effects of the separated charge are compensated for by the
short distance between them. However, the moment the operator removes and drops the
garment, the effects of the charges are no longer compensated for, and the voltage will
change rapidly. In this experiment, the participant always wore the same underlying
garment but one of three different sweaters. Figure 9 (a) illustrates this process. After
putting on the sweater, the participant discharged himself and began the recording. Next,
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he removed the sweater and dropped it. Then, he waited 20 to 30 seconds to monitor the
slow discharge via the footwear. After that, he discharged himself by touching the ground.
The process was repeated three times. Figure 9 (b) shows waveforms for the case in which
the user wore Non-ESD shoes (deck shoes 1) on a Non-ESD floor (vinyl #2) at a
temperature of 27°C set to 8% RH. All three sweaters produced similar results. Again, this
indicates that the random selection of sweaters did not contain an outliner, i.e., it is
reasonable to generalize the results with caution, although the number of sweaters was low.
These rather dry conditions yielded a voltage of close to 4 kV, high enough to endanger
data center equipment.

4.1. SWEATER EVENT VOLTAGE
The event voltage describes the voltage change that occurred when the sweater was
dropped. Figure 9 (c) illustrates this change for Non-ESD-controlled conditions. In the
definition of the event voltage for the sweater experiment, considerations must be made
similar to those in the chair experiment. Figure 9 (c) illustrates that dropping the sweater
lead to a sudden voltage increase. Then, the voltage level dropped very slowly because the
shoe/flooring system had a high resistance. However, for cases in which the shoe/flooring
system provided a lower resistance path (Figure 10), the event voltage was not as easily
recognized, as the voltage level was only maintained for a few seconds or less. This lead
to some uncertainty in reading the event voltage, especially if the quick voltage fluctuation
during the phase in which the person removed the sweater (before dropping) produced
voltage of the opposite polarity. In these cases, the event voltage was defined as the voltage
between zero and the maximal voltage reached when the sweater was dropped.
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Figure 9 - Sweater experiment. (a) Illustration of removing a sweater, (b) examples of
typical waveforms, (c) sweater event voltage for cases in which the shoe/floor system
discharges rapidly from the person.

The voltage was low and brief, so this ambiguity will not influence the conclusions
of this study strongly; this only occurred for cases in which the ESD precautions lead to
low charge voltages. Both the low voltage levels and fast discharge strengthen the
argument that good ESD control from footwear, flooring, or ground straps is very effective
in controlling the risk of ESD damage. The sweater experiment produced similar trends
across repetitions, as indicated by the small difference between the average event voltage
and the maximal event voltage. In general, the ratio was less than 1.2. Figure 11 presents
the average event voltages for the sweater experiments at different dew points. The three
types of sweaters created different voltages, varying much more widely than in the chair
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Figure 10 - Definition of event voltage. (a) mid-range dissipative ESD shoes and rubber
#1 floor at 38˚C and 8%RH, (b) low-range dissipative ESD shoes and rubber #1 floor at
27˚C and 8% RH.

experiment. Subfigure (a) presents results for ESD-reducing flooring and shoes. The
voltages still reached 500 V, a value well below the damage or upset threshold for servers;
however, it is close to the robustness level that we assume to be the threshold for service
(500 V). As shown in Figure 10, the voltage will remain on the operator only for a brief
moment due to the shoe/floor discharge path. In addition to having a low voltage, the
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likelihood of the operator touching a sensitive part during this brief moment is low.
However, if we consider the voltage level and the possibility of other charge-inducing
events, such as standing up from a chair, and remind ourselves that this dataset represents
only a small set of possible sweaters and underlying garments, we believe the data indicate
that it is advisable to use a ground strap during service, even if ESD-controlling footwear
and flooring is used. Subfigure (b) of Figure 11 presents the average event voltages for the
non-ESD-controlled setting. The voltage levels were 8-10 times larger, reaching levels that
could damage data center equipment. If we further consider that the voltage remained on
the operator for a long time (see Figure 9 (c)), we can easily conclude that operators must
be aware of the ESD dangers imposed by the removal of a sweater. In Figure 11, both subfigures (a) and (b) indicate that there was not a strong tendency for the voltage to increase
as the dew point decreased. This was generally observed in all data and is discussed in
greater detail in the second article.

5. VOLTAGE LEVELS
Table 4 compares the maximal walking voltages (i.e. WDP and random walking) and
maximal event voltages (i.e. removal of sweater and dropping it, and sitting and getting
up) for four different environmental conditions: (1) 27°C & 8%RH, (2) 38°C (100.4 °F) &
8%RH, (3) 27°C & 25%RH, and (4) 27°C & 45%RH including all floors and shoes. Core
findings from the table are as below:
o The WDP leads to the lowest peak voltages. This is a consequence of the
defined walking pattern which was conceived to define a well reproducible
method for comparing conditions. The maximal voltages measured in random
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Figure 11 - Comparison of event voltage for different sweaters. (a) ESD material set, (b)
non-ESD material set.

o walking are about 50% larger, while they are in average about 30% larger.For
the assessment of risk to the data center one needs to further consider that most
operators will stand for a moment before touching equipment. This would lead
to a reduction in voltage,
o The highest voltages have been obtained during the chair and sweater
experiment,
o For walking experiments the highest voltages have been recorded for non-ESD
flooring and non-ESD mitigating footwear. However, during the sweater and
chair experiment high voltages can occur also for other floor combination, as
the charge separation is not occurring at the shoe-floor interface. From a risk
point of view any discharge path to ground will reduce the time the operator is
charged to this voltage. Thus, even a moderately conductive path to ground will
reduce the risk.
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Floor/shoes

Garment

Chair

Table 4 - Maximal voltage at each experiment.

2,570.0

HPLF/ Deck #1

-

-

27°C & 8%RH

2,904.0

HPLF/ Deck #1

-

-

Sweater

27°C & 8%RH

8,688.0

HPLF/ Plastic

3

-

Chair

27°C & 8%RH

5,419.0

Rubber#2/ Deck #2

-

2

WDP

38°C & 8%RH

2,820.0

HPLF/ Deck #1

-

-

Random

38°C & 8%RH

4,220.0

HPLF/ Deck #1

-

-

Sweater

38°C & 8%RH

4,965.0

Vinyl #2/ Deck #1

1

-

Chair

38°C & 8%RH

4,502.0

Rubber#1/ Deck #2

-

3

WDP

27°C & 25%RH

2,0183.0

HPLF/ Deck #1

-

-

Random

27°C & 25%RH

3,214.0

HPLF/ Deck #1

-

-

Sweater

27°C & 25%RH

5,402.0

HPLF/ Deck #2

1

Chair

27°C & 25%RH

3,388.0

Viny1/ Plastic

-

3

WDP

27°C & 45%RH

927.5

HPLF/ Deck #1

-

-

Random

27°C & 45%RH

2,547.0

HPLF/ Deck #1

-

-

Sweater

27°C & 45%RH

2,298.0

HPLF/ Plastic

1

-

Chair

27°C & 45%RH

2,570.0

HPLF/ Plastic

-

3

Test

Conditions

WDP

27°C & 8%RH

Random

Maximal
Voltage (v)

6. CONCLUSION
Allowing a larger range of humidity in data centers saves energy. However, lower
humidity may increase the risk of damage by ESD. To obtain data for estimating the risk
increase, a set of electrostatic charging experiments was conducted under a wide range of
environmental conditions. The experiments included well-defined pattern walking, random
walking, dropping a sweater after removing it, and sitting up from office chairs. The
experimental motivation, setup, and initial data analysis were described. The results
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showed the effectiveness of ESD flooring and footwear, indicating that a lower dew point
will not necessarily lead to a higher charge voltage. The results also showed that charge
does not only build up during walking; critical voltage levels can be reached simply by
standing up from a non-ESD certified chair, or by removing and dropping a sweater. The
second part of this article will provide a deeper analysis of the voltage change with respect
to the relative and absolute humidity, as well as the effectiveness of ESD precaution
measures, such as conductive floors. Part II of the paper analysis the data set in greater
detail.
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II. DEPENDENCE OF ESD CHARGE VOLTAGE ON HUMIDITY IN DATA
CENTERS (PART 2 - DATA ANALYSIS)
ABSTRACT
This is Part 2 of a three-part paper investigating the dependence of charge voltage
generated by human activity on humidity in data centers. The first paper described the
experimental methods, while this paper is devoted to the analysis of the electrostatic charge
voltage levels along the following parameters: relative humidity, absolute humidity,
footwear, flooring, and type of activity. The human activities studied included well-defined
walking, random walking, taking off and dropping a sweater, and standing up from a chair.
This study confirms the importance of footwear and flooring and quantifies their
effectiveness. The results indicate that lower absolute humidity may not always lead to
higher voltages, while reducing the relative humidity will cause the average voltages to
increase. The high voltages created by removing and dropping a sweater and by standing
up from a chair indicate that these types of user activities might pose a higher risk of
generating voltages greater than 6 kV much larger than the walking activities. The analyses
are based on the definition of walking, standing, chair event, and sweater event voltages,
as presented in Part 1.

1. INTRODUCTION
Typically, triboelectric charging caused by friction between non-conducting
objects or between one conducting and one insulating object creates the charges that may
cause an electrostatic discharge (ESD). Various researchers have studied the effect of the
relative humidity (RH) on tribo-charge generation. Simonic investigated ESD discharges
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in different carpeted rooms, confirming the known strong correlation between the RH and
the peak discharge current [1]. For a range of 15% to 55% RH, a relationship has been
derived between the probability of an ESD event occurring at a given current level and the
RH; this relationship states that the probability of an ESD event occurring at a given
magnitude increases by (RH)-3.39. Based on this equation, a reduction in the RH from
45% to 15% increases the probability of ESD event occurrence by a factor of 41[2].
Simonic’s study dates back to the late 1980s and investigated carpeted floors, which are no
longer used in data centers. Another report [3] presented a table of voltages measured
during various activities, such as walking across vinyl and synthetic carpet floors, and
sliding a styrene box on a carpet. The data from that table have been cited by other authors
[4] and [5] as well. According to [4], the data, which were measured at 20% and 80% RH
at 20 ̊C, indicates that for walking across a vinyl floor, decreasing the RH from 80% to
20% increased the voltage by 48 times (from 250 V at 80% RH to 12 kV at 20% RH).
Another study in [6] presented the voltage results for walking with different shoes and floor
materials under different RH values. For most of the materials, the charge voltages
increased at lower RH values. However, the rate of increase varied greatly, and some
materials yielded no increase. [7] showed the effect of the RH on the charge generation at
different temperatures by rolling a metallic ball through different plastic tubes and
measuring the charge accumulated on the ball. The results indicated that for a given
temperature, reducing the RH increased the amount of charge generated. [8] focused on
removing charge from insulators and also presented data on the effect of humidity on the
charge generation on insulated flooring. [9] studied the number of electrostatic shocks that
people experienced while walking, rising from a seat, or wearing clothes in outdoor and
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indoor environments. In dry weather (RH lower than 30%), people complained about the
frequency of electrostatic shocks. In [10], the effect of sitting up from various car seats
under different environmental conditions was discussed. However, each measurement was
performed at a specific RH value, which did not allow for an analysis of the effect of the
RH on any one seat/garment combination. Another study related to automobile seats [11]
analyzed the voltages accumulated inside a car and when a person exited a car. The data
indicated that the maximum voltage was reached at a dew point of approximately 0˚C. In
[12], Sharmaet observed that the charge-to-mass ratio increased for polymer powder
deposited on an aluminum panel as a result of reduced RH. Although the paper focused on
the deposition of powder coating, it provided additional data pertaining to the effect of the
RH on charge generation. However, [13] suggested that the dew point is more important
for charge generation; his data indicated that the RH had no effect. The following two
reasons generally are cited for the increase in voltage with reduced RH: 1) reduced
conductivity leads to less charge neutralization by the current, and 2) the charge separation
is more effective in dry air. This complex picture is caused by the multitude of possible
material combinations, the type of surface to surface movement and the fact that some data
pertaining to ESD caused by human activity is more anecdotal data rather than the result
of well-documented studies. As all surface effects, triboelectricity depends on not only the
material, but also the atomic surface properties and the environmental conditions.
Therefore, it is not surprising to see so many conflicting conclusions from different
experiments. For the study presented in this paper, 3596 experiments were conducted,
having a total of 5645 minutes of recorded time-domain data. The materials were selected
to be as similar as possible to materials used in data centers.
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Table 1 shows the environmental conditions under which the measurements were
taken. The following activities were considered: (a) well-defined walking pattern (WDP),
(b) random walking, (c) taking off and dropping a sweater, and (d) standing up from a
chair. Other parameters included the flooring and footwear used.
The results and discussions attempt to answer the following relevant questions of
interest:
o By how much will the random walking voltage exceed the WDP walking
voltage?
o By how many times does the voltage in each experiment surpass the threshold,
e.g., 1kV?
o By what factor will the voltages increase, on average, if the RH value
decreases?
o How can the effectiveness of ESD-controlling footwear and flooring be
quantified?
o What is the effect of standing up from a chair or taking off a sweater on the
charge voltage level at different dew points?
o How does the control effectiveness vary with the human activity?
o Which experiment yields the highest voltage?

2. DATA PROCESSING WELL-DEFINED PATTERN AND RANDOM
WALKING EXPERIMENT
The WDP experiment, which as explained in [14], provides a walking voltage and
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a standing voltage. The random walking pattern (as defined in Part1 of this three-part series
of papers) provides a walking voltage but no standing voltage, as the operator walks
continuously. As discussed in Part1, three voltages were compared for three different types
of experiments. The WDP had been developed and standardized to allow for the best
reproducibility, the random walking pattern better reflects actual walking behavior, and the
standing voltage is the voltage on an operator after he or she stops walking for about 2
seconds. Figure 1 and Figure 2 present a comparison of the voltages for these three types
of experiments for the following six categories of floors and shoes:
1.

ESD shoes with ESD floors

2.

ESD shoes with medium ESD floors

3.

ESD shoes with non-ESD floor

4.

Non-ESD shoes with ESD floors

5.

Non-ESD shoes with medium ESD floors

6.

Non-ESD shoes with non-ESD floor

Table 1 - List of selected environmental conditions.
Temperature ( ̊C) RH (%) Dew Point ( ̊C)
5

25

-13.13

27

8

-10

18

15

-8.89

38

8

-1.67

27

25

5

18

45

5.55

27

45

13.89
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Table 2 and Table 3 present the available shoes and floors for each category. These
categories cover a large set of conditions in data centers and are based on using ESD or
non-ESD floors and shoes.

Table 2 - ESD shoes with different types of floor.
ESD Shoes, ESD Floors

ESD Shoes, Medium
ESD Floors

ESD Shoes, Non-ESD Floor

Mid-range dissipative ESD

Mid-range dissipative

Mid-range dissipative ESD

shoes, rubber #1

ESD shoes, vinyl #1

shoes, HPL

Mid-range dissipative ESD

Mid-range dissipative

Low-range dissipative ESD

shoes, rubber #2

ESD shoes, vinyl 2

shoes, HPL

Low-range dissipative ESD

Low-range dissipative

shoes, rubber #1

ESD shoes, vinyl #1

Low-range dissipative ESD

Low-range dissipative

shoes, rubber #2

ESD shoes, vinyl 2

-

-

Figure 1 shows the voltages as a function of the dew point for the case in which the
operator is wearing ESD-mitigating shoes. The data in Figure 1 (a) were collected by
selecting voltages from the test results for the category “ESD shoes and ESD floors,” and
then taking the average of the voltages. Moreover, (b) and (c) show the average voltage for
the categories “ESD shoes and medium ESD floors” and “ESD shoes and non-ESD floors,”
respectively. The data show that random walking produced the highest voltage in most
cases, and standing produced the lowest voltage. For the best combination of materials
(ESD shoes and ESD floors), as shown in Figure 1(a), the voltages remained below 100V.
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If the judgment of the ESD risk were based solely on the walking voltages obtained during
the 100 s experiment, one may conclude that using ESD shoes is sufficient to avoid voltages
> 500V, a voltage threshold in [15]. However, the voltages shown are the average walking
voltages generated while stepping for 100 sec. Especially on the non-ESD floor, this
average gives no assurance that the voltage threshold was not surpassed during the 100
seconds of the experiment, nor does it exclude this voltage from being surpassed under
slightly different conditions or a longer period of walking time. The third paper in this
series discusses using the probability density function of the measured voltage values to
estimate the probability of a voltage exceeding a limit.

Table 3 - List of non-ESD shoes with different types of floors.
Non-ESD Shoes, ESD

Non-ESD Shoes, Medium-

Non-ESD Shoes, Non-

Floors

ESD Floors

ESD Floor

Deck #2, Rubber #1

Deck #1, Vinyl #1

Deck #1, HPL

Deck #2, Rubber #2

Deck #1, Vinyl #2

Deck #2, HPL

Deck #1, Rubber #1

Deck #2, Vinyl #1

Plastic shoes, HPL

Deck #1, Rubber #2

Deck #2, Vinyl #2

Leather dress shoes, HPL

Plastic shoes, Rubber #1

Plastic shoes, Vinyl #1

Running shoes, HPL

Plastic shoes, Rubber #2

Plastic shoes, Vinyl #2

Deck #3, HPL

Leather dress, Rubber #1

Leather dress, Vinyl #1

-

Leather dress, Rubber #2

Leather dress, Vinyl #2

-

Running shoes, Rubber #1

Running shoes, Vinyl #1

-

Running shoes, Rubber #2

Running shoes, Vinyl #2

-

Deck #3, Rubber #1

Deck #3, Vinyl #1

-

Deck #3, Rubber #2

Deck #3, Vinyl #2

-
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Figure 2 presents the voltage for the cases in which non-ESD-mitigating shoes were
worn during testing. The data are presented for ESD-mitigating floors, medium floors and
non-ESD-mitigating floors. Figure 2 (a), (b) and (c) present the average voltages for “nonESD shoes and ESD floors,” “non-ESD shoes and medium ESD floors” and “non-ESD
shoes and non-ESD floors,” respectively. Similar to the data in Figure 1, the random
walking voltage values were approximately30% higher than the well-defined walking
voltages. The standing voltage was much lower, having a more complex variation than the
ratio between the random and well-defined walking voltages. Not surprisingly, using no
ESD mitigation methods yielded the highest voltages, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1 - Comparison between WDP walking voltage, standing voltage, and random
walking voltage for ESD shoes. (a) ESD floors, (b) medium ESD floors, and (c) nonESD floor.
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The highest voltages were measured at 38°C with a dew point of -1.67 °C, as shown
in Figure 2 (c). This result indicates that low RH will promote charge build-up and cause
it to remain; however, highly polar water molecules are needed to create tribo-charging
between certain materials. The distribution of charge voltages versus the dew point is
represented by the dotted, curved line in Figure 2 (c). Similar behavior was observed in
[11]. As noted previously, WDP walking was considered for its reproducibility. However,
operators do not follow a WDP, which motivated the authors to introduce the random
walking pattern. However, operators are not likely to touch instruments while walking;
they are more likely to stop first and stand still for a moment before touching any
instruments. This likelihood is reflected in the standing voltage. Consequently, while an
analysis using WDP offers better reproducibility and allows for a better comparison
between experiments performed under different environmental conditions, it may
overestimate the voltages compared to the standing voltage and underestimate the voltages
relative to random walking. This effect can be analyzed by comparing the average voltages
of random walking, WDP walking, and standing.
Figure 3 illustrates the observed ratio between the random walking voltage and
WDP walking voltage for the six categories of shoes and floors based on approximately
280 experiments each for WDP walking and random walking (8 shoes, 5 floors and 7
environmental conditions). The random walking voltage was greater than the WDP
walking voltage at almost all dew points (ratio greater than 1). The ratio varied between 1
and 2. This was the result of the higher walking speeds during random walking, further
enhanced by shoe dragging and scraping during walking. As shown previously in Figure 2
(c), the voltage decreased at lower dew points (dotted, curved line). The next step was to
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analyze the effect of the RH, as shown in. Two categories were selected: ESD shoes with
ESD floors (Figure 4 (a)), and non-ESD shoes with non-ESD floors (Figure 4 (b)).In the
figures, a dashed line connects the data obtained at 27 °C. Comparing (a) and (b) shows
that the voltage level for the non-ESD material set was higher than for the ESD material
set.

Figure 2 - Comparison between WDP walking voltage, standing voltage and random
walking voltage for non-ESD shoes. (a) ESD floors, (b) medium ESD floors, (c) nonESD material.

The voltages increased as the humidity decreased. To quantify this increase, a
relative humidity voltage (RHV) factor was defined by normalizing the voltages at a lower
humidity to the voltages at reference humidity. The factor indicates how much the voltage
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would increase on average if a data center changed the humidity without changing the
operator activities, flooring or footwear.

Figure 3 - Ratio between the average random walking voltage and WDP voltage for three
different floors. (a) ESD shoes, (b) non-ESD shoes.

2.1. VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION
In data centers, not only are the average voltages of interest, but so are the
occurrences of high-voltage events, which might be under estimated when analyzing only
the average voltage. The distribution of the observed voltages appears in Figure 5. The
histogram was obtained using the following steps.
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Figure 4 - WDP walking voltage versus RH reduction. (a) ESD shoes, ESD floors, (b)
non-ESD shoes, non-ESD floor.

Figure 5 - Distribution of walking voltage versus the dew points for WDP walking
experiment.
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For each recorded voltage versus time waveform, the walking voltage was obtained
(Part 1). This yielded 280 walking voltage values for 7 environmental conditions, 8 shoe
types and 5 floor types. Each subfigure shows the distribution under one environmental
condition. Furthermore, the number of occurrences of V > 1kV is indicated. For example,
at a dew point of -1.67 ̊C (Figure 5 (d)), the WDP walking voltage exceeded 1kVeleven
times. However, for the lowest and highest dew points (Figure 5 (a) and (g)), there were
two and zero instances, respectively, where the voltage was higher than 1kV. Only
considering 27 ̊C, the voltage was greater than 1kV four times at 8% RH (Figure 5 (b)),
while at 25% RH (Figure 5 (e)), only one WDP exceeded 1kV. No such instances occurred
at 45%RH (Figure 5 (g)). Random walking yielded higher voltages; the distributions appear
in Figure 6.At 27 ̊C, a walking voltage > 1kV was observed in 16 experiments at 8% RH
(Figure 6 (b)), and in 8 experiments at 25% RH (Figure 6 (b)).

Figure 6 - Distribution of walking voltage versus dew points for the random walking
experiment.
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The voltages did not exceed 1kV at 45% RH (Figure 6 (g)). Figure 7 shows the
number of experiments that recorded a walking voltage > 1kV for WDP and random
walking at different dew points. The approximate overall behavior is indicated by a dashed
line. The average voltages (Figure 2(c)) and the distributions (Figure 7(a)) follow the same
trend.

Figure 7 - Number of experiments that recorded a walking voltage > 1 kV. (a) WDP
walking voltage, (b) random walking voltage.

2.2. RHV DEFINITION
The RHV factor is defined as the ratio of the walking voltage at a higher RH to the
walking voltage at a lower RH. It expresses that the voltage increases as the humidity
decreases. To calculate this factor, three dew points at 27 ̊C having a RH of 8%, 25% and
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45% RH were selected. As discussed in the introduction, the data in the literature came
from studying a wide range of materials, and the experimental setups often were not
documented well. The data from the literature were processed and compared to data from
the two sets of experiments performed in the present study. First, the voltage data were
normalized to voltages at a high RH. Next, a function was fitted to the data points and
extrapolated to 8% RH. Due to the varying experimental conditions and the uncertainty
introduced by the extrapolation, the resulting data were only able to provide a qualitative
impression. In the data from the literature, an average 3.5-fold voltage increase occurred
when the humidity decreased from 45% RH to 8% RH, as shown in Figure 8. Different
setups and material pairings may explain this wide spread. Table 4 summarizes the
resulting factors. For the combination that yielded the highest voltages (non-ESD shoes
and non- ESD floor), this previous study predicted a factor of 2.3, and a much larger factor

Figure 8 - Prediction of the normalized voltage increase with reduced humidity based on
the studies in [15] and [16] for WDP walking.
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Table 4 - Prediction of RHV factor based on Figure 9.
Category

Predicted RHV factor
(45% to 8%RH)

ESD shoes, ESD floors

16

ESD shoes, Medium-ESD floors

3.8

ESD shoes, Non-ESD floor

2.9

Non-ESD shoes, ESD floors

19

Non-ESD shoes, Medium-ESD floors

2.85

Non-ESD shoes, Non-ESD floor

2.3

All shoes, All floors

3.2

16 for the ESD shoes and ESD floors category, which posed no risk due to the low voltage
levels. The measurements from the current study verified those previous predictions. The
relative voltage increase was analyzed at three RH conditions, i.e., 45% RH, 25% RH and
8% RH, at 27 ̊C (Table 5). The extrapolation results also appear in the table of WDP
walking voltages (Table 5). Figure 9 illustrates the normalized voltages for random and
WDP walking. The same methodology was used to process these data. For each category,
the average walking voltage was calculated, and then the value was normalized at 45% RH.
Figure 9 (a) indicates a voltage increase of 2.87 for the group of all shoes and all floors
when the RH decreased from 45% to 8% during WDP walking. Random walking yielded
an increase of 1.93 under the same conditions, as shown in Figure 9 (b).
The following conclusions can be drawn from the data obtained from the walking
experiments:
o Reducing the RH from 45% to 8% and having no ESD mitigation will increase
the voltage levels by a factor of 2-3, while reducing the RH from 25% to 8%
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will increase the voltage by a factor of 1-2.
o The RHV is much larger in settings with good ESD mitigation. The larger
increase poses no risk because the voltage remains low.

Figure 9 - Increasing the average voltage normalized to voltages observed at 45% RH for
different categories. (a) WDP walking, (b) random walking.

3. ANALYSIS OF TWO OPERATOR ACTIONS: (1) SITTING UP FROM A
CHAIR AND (2) DROPPING A SWEATER
Part1 of this series defined the event voltage. The following two unrelated operator
actions were considered: 1) sitting up from a non-ESD-mitigating chair and 2) taking off
and dropping a sweater. Three chairs and three sweaters were used in the experiment, and
the average event voltages were considered. Figure 10 compares the average voltages
generated during five different actions: random walking, WDP walking, standing, taking
off and dropping a sweater and sitting up from a chair. Sitting up from a chair caused the
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highest recorded event voltages. ESD shoes worn on ESD-mitigating flooring produced
only 900V, as shown in Figure 10 (a)), at a dew point of10 °C (27 °C & 8% RH).The figure
indicates the tendency of ESD-mitigating flooring and shoes to have less of an effect on
the chair and sweater event voltages than on the walking voltages. The last section of this
article investigates the effectiveness of ESD-mitigating conditions in detail. Figure 11
presents the results of five experiments conducted at the same dew points for three
categories, including non-ESD shoes with different types of floors (ESD, medium ESD
and non-ESD). The event voltages when wearing non-ESD shoes (Figure 11) were
approximately 3-5 times greater than when wearing ESD mitigating shoes (Figure 10).
Moreover, the capacitance of the participant changed during the sitting and standing
experiment, so the voltage changed significantly just due to the capacitance changes
(V=Q/C). Table 6 presents the measured capacitance between three used chair and
participant. The measurement was done by a LCR meter at 100 kHz.

3.1. EVENT VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM
Figure 11 shows the distribution of the average event voltages for 3 chairs and 3
sweaters among 40 combinations of floors and shoes at 27°C and 8%, 25% and 45% RH.
The total number of voltages > 1kV is indicated for each condition. The histogram in Figure
11 (a) indicates that the sweater event produced 29 such voltages at 27 °C and 8% RH (10°C dew point). The chair event produced 32 such voltages (Figure 11 (b)). These results
are comparable with the walking voltage results (i.e., 4 for WDP walking and 16 for
random walking), which were shown in Figure 5 (b) and Figure 6 (b).
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Table 5 - RHV value for different RH and categories. (Based on [16] and [17])
45% to 8%
Test

shoes/floors

(Predicted

45% to 25%

25% to 8%

7.43 / 16

3.70

2.01

2.36 / 3.8

1.40

1.68

6.33 /2.9

4.68

1.35

3.08 / 16

1.58

1.95

2.00 / 2.85

1.67

1.2

3.23 / 2.3

2.14

1.5

from Table 4)
WDP

WDP

WDP

WDP

WDP

WDP

ESD shoes/ESD floors
ESD shoes/
medium-ESD floors
ESD shoes/
non-ESD floors
Non-ESD shoes/
ESD floors
Non-ESD shoes/
medium-ESD floors
Non-ESD shoes/
non-ESD floors

WDP

All shoes/ all floors

2.87 / 3.2

1.96

1.46

Random

ESD shoes/ ESD floors

10.2

3.27

3.11

1.72

1.27

1.35

3.32

2.89

1.15

2.37

1.09

2.17

1.44

1.28

1.13

1.91

1.85

1.03

1.93

1.57

1.23

Random

Random

Random

Random

Random
Random

ESD shoes/
medium-ESD floors
ESD shoes/
non-ESD floors
Non-ESD shoes, ESD
floors
Non-ESD shoes/
medium-ESD Floors
Non-ESD shoes/
non-ESD Floors
All shoes, all floors
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Figure 10 - Average voltages as a function of dew point for ESD shoes. (a) ESD floors,
(b) medium ESD floors, (c) non-ESD floors.

Figure 11 - Comparison of all four experiments based on walking, standing, and event
voltages for non-ESD shoes. (a) ESD flooring, (b) medium ESD flooring (c) non-ESD
flooring.
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Table 6 - Capacitance between chair and participant.
Chair

Standing Mode

Sitting Mode

Chair #1

16.5 pF

78 pF

Chair #2

20 pF

137 pF

Chair #3

16 pF

43.4 pF

These numbers indicate that the event voltage distribution occurred at a higher
voltage level than the walking voltage. Furthermore, the sweater event voltage varied
between 1-4kV at 27 °C and 8% RH, while the chair event voltage distribution ranged from

Figure 12 - Distribution of event voltages for different dew points. The three top
subfigures are related to sweater event voltages and three bottom subfigures are related to
chair event voltages.
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1-8.5 kV. This voltage distribution shows that standing up from a chair yielded higher event
voltage than taking off and dropping a sweater. Moreover, the lower RH value (8% RH)
had more experiments with an event voltage > 1 kV than the higher RH value (8% RH).

3.2. RHV FACTORS FOR CHAIR AND SWEATER EVENTS
Figure 13 shows the average event voltages of three chair events and three sweater
events for each of six shoe and floor categories. The RHV factor for the event voltages can
be derived in a way similar to that for the walking voltage. Table 7 summarizes each
category. For example, the RHV factors for the chair event voltage (considering all shoes
and all floors) were 4 (45% RH reduced to 8% RH) and 1.18 (25% RH reduced to 8% RH).
The RHV factors for the sweater event voltage were 7 and 2.07 before and after the RH

Figure 13 - Average of event voltages for seven categories of shoes and floors. (a) chair
event, (b) sweater event.
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reduction, respectively. Furthermore, the average RHV values for all user actions (i.e.,
event voltages, random walking and WDP walking) were 3.8 (45% RH reduced to 8% RH)
and 1.5 (25% RH reduced to 8% RH).

4. ESD EFFECTIVENESS
To quantify the effect of ESD-mitigating floors and shoes, ESD effectiveness must
be defined. ESD effectiveness is the ratio between the voltage measured using non-ESDmitigating floors and shoes, and the voltage measured using ESD-mitigating floors and
shoes. Figure 14 presents the ESD effectiveness for the dew points measured, and Table 8
presents the values.
The maximum ESD effectiveness was 116, calculated for the standing voltage at
the critical conditions of 38°C and 8% RH. It remains unclear whether the walking, random
or standing voltage yielded higher ESD effectiveness, no systematic trend was observed.
However, the ESD effectiveness clearly was much lower for the sweater and chair event
voltages, dropping below 10 in some cases.
This finding, together with the high event voltages measured for the chair and
sweater events, emphasizes the need to avoid standard office chairs and to educate
personnel about this risk. However, one must remember that the event voltage only
represents the increase at the moment of the event. If the floor and shoes are conductive,
the voltage will decay within a few seconds.
This quick discharge is not reflected in the definition of ESD effectiveness, which
only takes the momentary voltages into account.
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Table 7 - RHV value for different RH and categories.
Experiment

Chair

Chair

Chair

Chair

Chair

Chair
Chair
Sweater

Sweater

Sweater

Sweater

Sweater

Sweater
Sweater

Category

RHV 8%RH

RHV25%RH

RHV8%RH

of Shoes/Floors

per 45%RH

per 45%RH

per 25%RH

5.21

2.95

5.11

2.95

2.49

3.12

3.05

2.94

4.34

3.17

2.98

2.79

3.52

2.97

9.86

5.29

8.17

2.82

6.34

3.71

9.06

3.94

7.74

3.36

4.61

2.88

7.02

3.39

ESD shoes,
ESD floors
ESD shoes,
medium-ESD floors
ESD shoes,
non-ESD floors
Non-ESD shoes,
ESD floors
Non-ESD shoes,
medium-ESD floors
Non-ESD shoes,
non-ESD floors
All shoes, all floors
ESD shoes,
ESD floors
ESD shoes,
medium-ESD floors
ESD shoes, non-ESD
floors
Non-ESD shoes,
ESD floors
Non-ESD shoes,
medium-ESD floors
Non-ESD shoes,
non-ESD floors
All shoes, all floors

1.77

1.73

0.796

1.04

1.37

1.07

1.18
1.87

2.9

1.71

2.3

2.3

1.6

2.07
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Table 8 - ESD effectiveness. (Ratio between ESD material and non-ESD material)
27 °C

38 °C

27°C

27°C

8%RH

8%RH

25%RH

45%RH

WDP standing

24.31

116.38

12.55

25.92

WDP walking

11.59

44.21

15.49

26.71

Random walking

13.94

58.6

41.98

74.37

Sweater event

4.42

10.36

5.16

9.46

Chair event

4.15

9.97

6.85

7.24

Voltages

Figure 14 - ESD effectiveness as a function of environmental conditions.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper analyzed the charge voltages measured for walking and other
experiments for dew points from -13.13 to 13.89 °C using RH values between 8% and
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45%. Different ESD-mitigating and non-ESD mitigating flooring systems and shoes were
used. The following five types of user activities were considered: WDP walking, random
walking, standing, sitting up from a chair and removing and dropping a sweater. The data
suggest that:
o Reducing the RH increases the average voltages.
o Decreasing the RH from 45% to 8% at 27°C leads to an average voltage
increase between 3 and 4.
o Reducing the RH from 25% to 8% at 27°C leads to an average voltage increase
between 2 and 3.
o As the dew point decreases, the voltages initially increase; however, if the dew
point falls below -10°C, the voltages decrease.
o The effectiveness of ESD mitigating methods is very high for walking.
However, for sitting up from a chair or dropping a sweater, ESD footwear and
ESD flooring is less effective at reducing the charge voltages. However, they
still provide a fast discharge path.
o The high voltages created by removing and dropping a sweater or standing up
from a chair indicate that these types of user activities might pose a higher risk
of inducing voltages greater than 2 kV in comparison with walking.
o Standing up from a chair produced the highest event voltage. Therefore, using
an ESD-mitigating chair could be a reasonable requirement in data centers.
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III. EFFECT OF HUMAN ACTIVITIES AND ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS ON ELECTROSTATIC CHARGING
ABSTRACT
The generation of electrostatic charge is considered for the cases of standing up
from a chair and for taking off a sweater at dew points of -13.1°C (5°C-RH 25%), -10°C
(27°C-RH 8%), -8.9°C (18°C-RH 15%), -1.7°C (38°C-RH 8%), 5°C (27°C-RH 25%),
5.6°C (18°C-RH 45%), and 13.9°C (27°C-RH 45%). Using ESD-mitigating shoes/floors
rather than non-ESD can reduce the voltages by a factor of ~2-5 for garment removal and
~2-7 for sitting up from a chair. For the garment removal, the charge voltage will drop to
100 V within ~0.5-6 seconds and within ~1-30 min when ESD and non-ESD mitigating
shoes/floors are used, respectively. For the standing up form a chair the corresponding
times are ~0.5-3 sec and ~1-4 min, respectively. For the extreme case at 22°C-RH 5%, the
voltage can surpass +/- 20 kV. Finally, it is shown that the voltages a person will charge
up to may vary by +/- 30% just due to different capacitances to ground. Here residential
home settings will lead to the highest voltages (60 pF test person to ground, US wood frame
house), while standing on a concrete floor only half of the voltage may be reached (120
pF).

Index Terms—electrostatic charge; electrostatic discharge (ESD); environmental
condition; ESD mitigating.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Daily activities such as walking, standing up from a chair, and removing a garment
can easily lead to electrostatic charge voltage of 10 kV or more in dry winter days. This
can cause electrostatic discharge (ESD)-related upset or damage in electric equipment [1][2] . For data centers, the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and AirConditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) has introduced a recommended environmental
envelope in 2008 [3] and four extended envelopes (A1 to A4 illustrated in Figure 1) in
2011 [4]. These new envelopes allow to reduce the power consumption of the air
conditioning systems. At low humidity levels the risk of ESD increases [3]-[8], thus the
high availability requirements of the data center services raised the need to understand the
ESD risk increase at low humidity. This has been investigated in a series of studies focusing
on the charge generated when people walk on typical data center floors [9]-[17]. The
previous studies showed that walking on floors causes charges which are acceptable for
most data center operations if ESD mitigation methods such as ESD shoes and floors are
in place. However, only focusing on charges generated by walking will overlook operations
which cause much higher voltages.
Standing up from a chair or taking off a garment are two examples of daily activities
which can lead to a higher charge voltage than walking (2 to 3 times higher). In
preliminarily study in [18], these two activities systematically were presented at four
environmental conditions, data points 2, 4, 5 and 7 in Figure 1 and Table I.
In this extended study, the well-controlled experiments are expanded to seven dew
point temperatures. Also, extreme case to overestimate worse condition was explored. The
goal of this paper is to understand the ESD risk due to various human activities in data
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centers at the extended environmental envelope in comparison with recommended
envelope. The obtained results from standing up from a chair and garment removal along
with results of walking can provide a good estimation of the ESD risk due to various human
activities in data centers.

Figure 1 - ASHRAE psychrometric chart [9].

In order to investigate ESD severity at a dry environmental condition (referred to
as extreme case studies), garment removal and standing from a chair were aggressively
performed at 22°C-RH 5% (i.e., outside of extended envelopes suggested by ASHRAE).
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Since sequence of human activities without grounding in between can occur in data centers,
three sequences of random activities such as packing, unpacking, carrying and dropping a
roll of plastic packaging foam, putting were aggressively performed under very dry
conditions (22°C-RH 5%) to obtain electrostatic accumulation and dissipation histogram.

2. DATA PROCESSING
For well-controlled case study, totally 588 experiments varied with two categories
of shoes and floors (given in Table 2), three office chairs, three typical sweaters, and seven
dew points temperature (given in Table 1 and marked in Figure 1) were performed to
analyze the event voltage and decay time. The results were discussed and compared for
recommended and extended envelopes. For both experiments a PFM-711A electrostatic
field meter with an isolated plate was used to record the transient voltage waveforms. To
attain a higher accuracy in results, each activity was repeated 10 times for standing up from
a chair experiment and 3 times for garment removal experiment.

Table 1 - List of selected environmental conditions.
Data Points

Temperature (°C)

RH (%)

Dew Point(°C)

1

5

25

-13.1

2

27

8

-10

3

18

15

-8.9

4

38

8

-1.7

5

27

25

5

6

18

45

5.6

7

27

45

13.9
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Table 2 - ESD mitigating features for shoes and floorings.
Shoes

Floorings

9) Low-range

6) Rubber #1

dissipative ESD
10) Mid-range
dissipative ESD

7) Rubber #2
8) Vinyl #1

ESD-description

ESD-mitigating

9) Vinyl #2

11) Deck shoes #1
12) Deck shoes #2
13) Deck shoes #3
14) Plastic shoes

10) High-pressure
laminate (HPL)

Non-ESD mitigating

15) Running shoes
16) Leather dress shoes

2.1. GARMENT REMOVAL EXPERIMENT
For the garment experiment, a person wore the sweater and grounded himself, as
shown in Figure 2. Therefore, the voltage should be zero. When the person started to
remove the sweater, there were some fluctuations in voltage due to the removal of the
sweater. The voltage suddenly increased when the person dropped the sweater on the floor.
After dropping the garment, the person waited about 20-30 sec before grounding himself.
This experiment was repeated three times for each sweater (total of three different typical
sweaters). The person used the same clothes underneath the sweater throughout all
experiments, and all clothes, shoes, and floors remained in the climate chamber at the
desired dew point. In Figure 2, two typical voltage waveforms for sweater #3 at 38°C-RH
8% are presented. The illustrated waveforms are for the case of ESD shoes (i.e., mid-range
ESD shoes) and ESD floor (i.e., Rubber #1), and the case of non ESD shoes (i.e., leather
dress shoes) and non-ESD floor (i.e., HPL). The measured voltage was caused by the
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contact and separation of the sweater and the underlying layer of clothing. However, the
voltage did not reach its peak until the person dropped the sweater. As long as the set of
separated charges were all close to the operator, the observed net charge was small.
However, the moment that the operator dropped the sweater, the two sets of opposite
charges were no longer close enough together to cancel each other out and this lead to a
measurable increased voltage on the test subject.

Figure 2 - Illustration of the garment removal experiment and its typical voltage
waveforms for ESD and non-ESD mitigating materials.

To quantify the results, event voltage (see Figure 2) was calculated from the
transient voltage waveform. The event voltage in the sweater experiment was defined based
on the average change in voltage when the participant dropped a sweater. For these voltage
waveforms, the event voltage is 0.487 kV for the case of ESD shoes/floor and 2.62 kV for
the case of non-ESD shoes/floor. The event voltage for the case of the non ESD
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combination is ~5 times greater than the case of the ESD mitigating combination. To
illustrate how the decay times were extracted from a voltage waveform, which was based
on a simple RC network, two points (A and B) from each action voltage waveform (see
Figure 2) were selected. Then, the decay time constant was obtained as follows:

e
e
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 tB


(1)



VA
VB

t t
 B A
V
ln( A )
VB
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where, τ is the time constant, VA and VB are the voltage at points A and B, respectively; and
tA and tB are the time at points A and B points, respectively. Then, the average was taken
for each obtained τ. For this specific example, the decay time for the case of ESD
shoes/floor is 1.2 sec, and for the case of non ESD shoes/floor is 30 sec.
By using decay time and event voltage, one can see the effectiveness of ESD shoes
and ESD floors with respect to the elimination of ground strap. As reported in [19], a fast
decay time of 0.2 sec for walking experiment when the person had ESD footwear on ESD
flooring was sufficient to avoid using ground strap. Similarly, [20] investigated the
possibility of elimination of the ground strap for walking and standing from a chair with
ESD shoes on ESD flooring at RH 55%. It showed that the peak voltage of 58 V decreased
to almost zero in less than 1.5 sec for standing up from a chair. The voltage limit of 100 V
is chosen to guarantee the operation of devices without ESD failure or damage [19].
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2.2. CHAIR EXPERIMENT
As shown in Figure 3, for the chair experiment the person sat down on a chair with
their back touching the entire chair for three seconds. Then, the person stood up while
holding an electrode to record the voltage waveform. Then, the person waited for ~5 sec
before sitting down again and repeating the experiment 10 times. During these repetitions,
the shoes remained on the floor. In addition, three typical office chairs were chosen for this
experiment. In Figure 3, the voltage changes are shown by arrows in which the average of
these values yielded the event voltage, as discussed above. The voltage waveforms for both
cases of ESD shoes/floor and non-ESD shoes/floor combinations are presented for chair
#1 at 38°C-RH 8 %. The illustrated voltage waveforms are for the case of ESD shoe (midrange ESD shoes) and floor (Rubber#1), and non-ESD shoes (Deck shoes #1) and floor
(HPL floor). For these voltage waveforms, the event voltage is 0.3 kV for the case of the
ESD combination and 2.6 kV for the case of the non ESD combination. The event voltage
for the non ESD combination case is ~8 times greater than that of the ESD combination
case. The ESD decay time was also obtained for each action by using equation (1). Then,
the average was taken for the experiment. For the illustrated results in Figure 3, the decay
time is 0.4 sec for the case of the ESD combination and 27 sec for the case of the non-ESD
combination.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During the sweater experiment, the tribocharge was generated by the separation of
the sweater and the underlying garment, while in the chair experiment the separation was
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between the chair’s surface and the garment. After charge separation, the voltage decays
exponentially because of the shoe-floor current path.

Figure 3 - Illustration of the chair experiment and its typical voltage waveform.

3.1. GARMENT REMOVAL EXPERIMENT
In Figure 4, the voltage waveform for the garment removal experiment, sweater#1
with leather dress shoes (i.e., non-ESD shoes) on HPL floor (non-ESD floor) is shown. The
peak voltage varies from 2.8 kV at -8.9 ºC dew point (i.e., inside A3 envelope) to 0.03 kV
at 13.9 ºC dew point (i.e., boundary of the recommended envelope).
In Figure 5, further analysis was performed to study the effect of RH and
temperature separately. When the temperature was at 27°C, RH reduction from 45% to
25% resulted in an increase of the event voltage by a factor of ~4 for ESD shoes/floors,
and by a factor of ~3 for non-ESD shoes/floors.
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Figure 4 - Typical voltage waveforms for garment removal experiment.

Figure 5 - Average event voltage for the garment removal experiment. It is a function of
RH and temperature for ESD shoes/floors and non-ESD shoes/floors.
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Additionally, by reducing the RH from 25% to 8% (at 27°C), the event voltage
increased by a factor of ~2.5 for ESD shoes/floors, and by a factor of ~1.5 for non-ESD
shoes/floors. By changing the RH from 45% to 15% at 18°C, the same trend was observed
with a ratio of ~5.5 and ~3 for the case of ESD shoes/floors and non ESD shoes/floors,
respectively. For a fixed RH point, raising temperature could result in a decrease in the
event voltage value for the both cases.
Figure 6 shows the average event voltage among three sweaters. The standard
deviation of event voltage among the three sweaters is also depicted, showing the range of
the event voltage change for various dew points. Data points 1-4 given in Figure 1 that are
outside of the recommended envelop represent greater event voltage than points 5-7 that
are at the boundary of the recommended envelope. Data point 3 with dew point of -8.9 ºC
has the highest and data point 7 with dew point of 13.9 ºC has the lowest event voltage. As
seen, event voltages increased from 13.9°C to -8.9°C dew points and then decreased.
Moreover, using ESD-mitigating materials instead of non-ESD-mitigating materials can
reduce the event voltages by a factor of ~2-5, depending on the dew point.
The ESD decay time is depicted in Figure 7. From the results, the decay time
constants based on Eq. (1) and (2) are ~0.1 sec (lowest value) and ~2 sec (highest value) at
13.9°C and -8.9°C dew point for the ESD shoes/floors, respectively. For the non-ESD
shoes/floors, the corresponding values are ~40 sec and ~400 sec. These results indicate that
utilizing ESD shoes/floors reduces the decay time constant in comparison with the case of
non-ESD shoes/floors.The effectiveness of ESD vs. non-ESD shoes/floors on
accumulation and dissipation of electrostatic charge with respect to elimination of the
ground strap was of interest.
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Figure 6 - Event voltage for the garment removal experiment.

Figure 7 - Decay time constant for the garment removal experiment.
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To do so, the voltage threshold of 100 V was chosen based on IEC 1340-5-1
standard. Then, the time a person needs to stand to discharge to 100 V was estimated by
using the event voltage and decay time constant at each dew point temperature, as shown
in Figure 8. The charge voltage generated during the garment removal when utilizing the
ESD mitigating materials dropped to 100 V within 0.5 sec for data points at the
recommended envelope (Figure 1, points 5-7). For data points taken inside A3 (Figure 1,
points 1-4), a discharge time of up to ~7 sec was achieved.

Figure 8 - Expected time to reach 100 V during discharge for the garment experiment.

As such, wearing the ground strap can be eliminated for recommended envelope
when ESD mitigating materials are used. Outside of the recommended envelope, waiting
for couple of second was required. When using non-ESD shoes/floors, the discharge time
from charge voltage to 100 V were within ~30 min at dew point of -8.9°C (i.e., inside A3).
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For data points in recommended envelope (Figure 1, data points 5-7), up to 8 min was
required when non-ESD materials were used.

3.2. CHAIR EXPERIMENT
In Figure 9, the voltage waveform for the chair experiment, chair#1 with leather
dress shoes (i.e., non-ESD shoes) on HPL floor (non-ESD floor) is presented. The peak
voltage decreased from 5.2 kV at -8.9ºC dew point (i.e., inside A3 envelope) to 1.8 kV at
13.9ºC dew point (i.e., boundary of the recommended envelope). As shown in Figure 10,
further analysis was performed to observe the effect of RH and temperature separately for
chair experiments. When the temperature was at 27°C, RH reduction from 45% to 25%
resulted in an increase in the event voltage by a factor of ~3 for the both the ESD and nonESD combinations. In addition, the reduction of RH from 25% to 8% (at 27°C) resulted in
an increase in the event voltage by a factor of ~3 for the case of ESD shoes/floors, and ~1.1
for the case of non-ESD shoes/floors. Changing RH from 45% to 15% at 18°C, the same
increasing trend was observed with a ratio of ~2.5 and ~1.2 for the ESD and non-ESD
combinations, respectively. For a fixed RH point, raising temperature could result in a
decrease in the event voltage value for both cases. However, at very low temperature (5°C)
with RH 25%, a decrease in voltage was observed for non-ESD case. Figure 11 shows the
average event voltage among three chairs. The standard deviation of event voltage is also
presented to show the change in the range of the event voltage. Data point 3 with a dew
point of -8.9 ºC has the highest and data point 7 with a dew point of 13.9 ºC has the lowest
event voltage. The event voltage increased by a factor of ~4 from 13.9°C to -8.9°C and
then decreased.
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Figure 9 - Typical voltage waveforms for the chair experiment.

Figure 10 - Average event voltage for the chair experiment as a function of RH and
temperature.
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Figure 11 - Event voltage for the chair experiment.

For ESD shoes/floors, the decay time constant is around ~0.5 sec at 13.9°C and ~1
sec at -8.9°C. For the non-ESD case, these values are ~20 sec at 13.9°C and ~60 sec at 8.9°C. These results indicate that utilizing ESD shoes/floors reduces the decay time
constant in comparison with the case of non-ESD shoes/floors. In Figure 13, the expected
time that a person needs to stand to discharge to 100 V is presented. The charge voltage
generated during the chair experiment when utilizing ESD mitigating materials
(shoes/floor) dropped to 100 V within ~1.5 sec for recommended envelope data points 5-7
(marked in Figure 1), and within ~3 sec inside A3 envelope with data points 1-4. As such,
wearing the ground strap can be eliminated for recommended envelope when ESD
mitigating materials are used. Outside of the recommended envelope, waiting for few
seconds is required. Using the ESD-mitigating materials instead of non-ESD-mitigating
materials can reduce the event voltages by a factor of ~2-7, depending on the dew points.
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Figure 12 - Decay time constant for the chair experiment.

Figure 13 - Expected time to reach 100 V during discharge for the chair.

The ESD decay time is depicted in Figure 12. When non-ESD shoes/floors were
utilized, the discharge voltage to 100 V is within 4 min at dew point of -8.9°C (i.e., inside
A3). For data points 5-7, the discharge time to 100 V was within 2 min.
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4. EXTREME CASE STUDY
The results shown in the preceding paragraphs were obtained under well-controlled
conditions. Extreme case study serves as a reminder to be careful about voltage levels given
in any triboelectric study as these values strongly depend on the materials, surface property,
pressure, rubber type, etc. Based on our extensive experience, it is observed that the welldefined walking pattern experiments predict real voltages well. In the other experiments,
the general tendencies with respect to the RH, capacitance, and decay times are good
predictors for real situations. However, predicting the voltage levels over a large range of
activities (walking, chair, garment removal, unspooling of plastic foil, etc.) is difficult. For
an extreme case of environmental conditions which is outside of the A4 envelope, 22°CRH 5% (multiple instruments showed values between 3% and 13%; the 5% is based on an
instrument which specifies +/-3% error at RH 5%), both chair and garment experiments
were conducted aggressively to explore the highest value. Three different flooring
structures were investigated, including expanded polystyrene (foam) on wood, wood, and
metal. These experiments were conducted wearing insulated standard street shoes. As the
shoes are insulated, the effect of the flooring material is via their effect on the capacitance
of the person. As an example, an illustration of the situation that occurs in a typical US
residential building (i.e., made from dry wood and having rather thick polymeric or
otherwise insulated flooring) is presented. In this case, the capacitance may be about 30%
less relative to the same person standing on a reinforced concrete floor. As the
tribocharging is a charge separation process, the voltage rise is by ~30% if the capacitance
is reduced by the same amount.
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To initiate the garment experiment, a person was discharged at first by contact with
ground. The person rubbed the sweater against the next layer of clothing, then took it off
and dropped it on the floor. The friction between the sweater and the next layer caused
charge separation. However, this did not increase the voltage as both positive and negative
charges are very close to the body of the person. Once the person dropped the sweater, one
type of charge moved away from the person, and the voltage suddenly rose. The voltage
was measured after garment removal. For this experiment, various types of sweaters were
used. The highest voltages were measured using two-layer winter clothing. Here, the inner
layer is a fleece sweater while the outer layer is a wind and waterproof jacket. As shown
in Figure 14a, the charged voltage for the case of standing with insulated shoes on metal
is the lowest and the foam is the highest which is due to the capacitance value between the
person and the ground. The mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) from the measured
voltages are also presented showing the range of variation.
For the chair experiment, the person was discharged by touching ground at the
beginning of the each experiment. For the experiment the person rubbed his back on the
chair, then stood up and the voltage was measured. Various types of sweaters (three
sweaters) were used with different types of chairs (three chairs) to investigate a wide range
of variations. The data shown in Figure 14 for each case is sorted from low to high voltage
value. Partially explainable due to the capacitance to ground the lowest voltages have been
measured when standing with insulated shoes on grounded metal, while the setup which
emulates a wood residential frame structure (foam on wood) reached the highest voltages.
The mean and standard deviation from the measured voltages are also presented showing
the range of variation in this experiment.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 14 - Extreme case results of (a) garment removal, (b) chair experiment. The
instrument saturated at 20 kV, thus, some voltage values may have surpassed 20 kV (the
recorded values are sorted from low to high value).

Figure 15 - Voltage waveform and histogram of three sequential activities.

The capacitance ratios have been 120pF (metal), 60pF and 50pF. They have the
same tendency; however, we did not conduct the same experiments (same sweater, clothes,
etc.) for each case. For the second extreme case study, a random sequence of activities was
performed (22°C-RH 5%) on carpet including packing, unpacking, carrying and dropping
a roll of plastic packaging foam (with diameter of 1 m and height of 1 m), putting on and
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removing garments, sitting down and standing up from a chair, and walking. As the person
is not grounded during these activities, charges can accumulate or cancel each other. These
random activities were performed three times. As shown in Figure 15 (a), the recorded
voltages (i.e., related to the accumulation and cancelation of charges) were measured after
each activity. The voltage varies between -20 kV and 20 kV which are the upper and lower
limit of our instrument. The histogram of all activities (Figure 15 (b)) shows that most
voltage measurements occurred at -7.5 to 7.5 kV.

Table 3 - Measured capacitance between person and ground.
Capacitive Model

C value

Insulated shoes standing on wood flooring

65 pF

Insulated shoes on bamboo flooring above concrete

75 pF

Insulated shoes standing on kitchen tile

80 pF

Insulated shoes standing on carpet on wood flooring

60 pF

Insulated shoes sitting on a sofa

65 pF

Street shoes on basement concrete (both feet down)

120 pF

Street shoes on basement concrete (one feet down)

80 pF

Bedroom shoes on carpet

60 pF

Barefoot standing on thin PE foil on basement concrete
Barefoot standing on bamboo flooring

1200 pF
95 pF

As observed from these two extreme case studies, the voltage values can exceed 20
kV in dry winter conditions. It is possible to generate well-reproducible tribocharging
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results if the materials and the movement are well controlled. The reader of every paper on
ESD-related tribocharging should consider that the tendencies observed, e.g., with a change
of humidity, are valid; however, the absolute voltage levels should be taken with care. The
voltage levels in uncontrolled surroundings will vary strongly depending on the material
selection, activity, and humidity. Flooring and shoes are additional influencing factors
which can reduce the accumulated charges within seconds. The last, but sometimes
overlooked factor, is the capacitance from the body to ground. It alone can change the
voltages by +/-30%. A wide range of body-to-ground capacitance for different flooring in
a residential home are presented in Table 3.

5. SUMMARY
If data centers can operate at the extended environmental conditions (introduced by
ASHREA) safely, lots of energy can be saved. To end this, ESD severity must be studied
for various human activities. Previous studies for walking showed that although the charge
voltage due to walking will increase at lower RH (RH 25% to 8%) by a factor of ~2, but
the probability of ESD-related failure due to walking is not strongly increased. Since
garment removal and standing up from a chair are two common activities and lead to higher
charge voltage (~2-4 times), the accumulation and dissipation of electrostatic charge from
these two activities were presented, including well-controlled and extreme cases. Wellcontrolled systematic experiments were conducted at seven dew points (-13.1°C to 13.9°C)
and in addition a less controlled extreme case outside the A4 envelope was analyzed. The
total number of 588 well-controlled experiments varied the shoes and flooring and included
three types of chairs and sweaters. The voltages generated, and the decay times have been
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measured. The decay times tell how long an operator would have to wait until the voltage
dropped to 100 V. Following is the summary of the main observations:
o Using ESD shoes/floors results in significant reduction in the average event
voltage by a factor of ~2-5 (for garment) and ~2-7 (for chair) in comparison
with non-ESD combinations, depending on the dew points.
o Decreasing the temperature at a fixed RH can increase the event voltage.
o Decreasing the RH at a fixed temperature leads to an increase in event voltage.
o The maxima of the voltages did not occur at the lowest dew point temperature
(-13.1ºC dew point), but at a dew point of -8.9ºC.
o From three data points on the boundary of the recommended envelope, dew
point 13.9°C shows the lowest event voltage and decay time for all experiments.
o For RH reduction from 25% to 8% at 27ºC, event voltage increases by a factor
of ~1.5-2.5 for both garment removal and standing up from chair experiment.
o Utilizing ESD mitigating materials, for the garment removal the voltage
dropped to 100 V within ~0.5 sec (1.5 sec for chair) at the recommended
environmental envelope, and up to ~7 sec (3 sec for chair) inside A3 extended
envelope. From these results, wearing ground strap can be eliminated in data
centers for recommended range. For outside of the recommended range, it is
required to wait for longer time or to educate the personnel about the risk.
o Utilizing non ESD mitigating materials, for the garment removal experiment
the corresponding times are ~1-8 min (~1-2 min for chair) at recommended
environmental envelope, and up to ~10-40 min (~2-4 min for chair) inside A3
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envelope. As such, wearing ground strap is always inevitable when non-ESD
mitigating materials used.
o Data center might potentially save lots of energy by reducing the relative
humidity from 25% to 8% RH at 27ºC (i.e., from recommended environmental
envelope to A3), but without strongly increasing probability of ESD-related
failure due to human activities.
For the extreme case, which is conducted at 22°C-RH 5% (outside of the A4
envelope), two garment removal and chair experiments were done aggressively. These two
activities along with three sequence of random activities such packing, unpacking, carrying
and dropping a roll of plastic packaging foam, putting under very dry conditions shows
that more than 20 kV electrostatic voltage can be generated. Reduced capacitance of the
body, due to thick insulated floors such as wooden floors, can double the voltage for a
given charge if a high capacitance situation (standing on concrete) is compared to a
standing on a carpet in a dry wood frame home. The voltage levels in uncontrolled
surroundings will vary strongly depending on the material selection and the action
performed, making it difficult to predict these voltages. In spite of the difficulties to predict
the voltages in uncontrolled environments, this study analyses the influence of humidity
and ESD mitigating techniques. It indicates that ESD shoes/floors will not only reduce the
voltages strongly, but also lead to very rapid and controlled discharge times.
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IV. TRIBOELECTRIC CHARGING BETWEEN DISPLAY GLASS PANELS
AND DISSIPATIVE/INSULATIVE ROLLERS
ABSTRACT
The underlying cause of most Electrostatic discharge (ESD) is tribo-charging.
Thus, understanding tribo-charging is essential to assess the likelihood of damages as they
might occur in the production of LCD screens. In this paper a study of triboelectric charge
build-up between the glass and rollers during the glass transfer process in display panel
manufacturing is presented. A roller conveyor system was fabricated and two types of
rollers materials, insulative and dissipative, with radiuses of 30 and 90 mm, were
considered. To measure the triboelectric charge of the glass, a Faraday cup with elevator
system was mounted on the apparatus. Various parameters including transfer velocity,
acceleration/deceleration, and relative humidity (RH) were investigated. For instance, it is
observed that the average saturated charge density on the glass is 0.324 nC/cm2 after 320
m displacement if it transfers by small dissipative rollers with condition of 200 mm/s and
200 mm/s2. In addition, a comprehensive study of the surface potential distribution on the
glass and rollers by utilizing a 2D automated scanner is presented. The experiments pointed
out that the amount of charge accumulated on the glass for the dissipative rollers was
saturated faster with a smaller value than the insulative rollers.

Index Terms— electrostatic discharge (ESD); ESD-related failure, triboelectric
charge; roller conveyor; glass; insulative; dissipative; relative humidity.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The display panel manufacturing process includes photolithography, thin film
transistor (TFT) fabrication, and a roller conveyor system. During the glass transfer for
TFT fabrication, the static/dynamic friction force between the glass and the rollers results
in triboelectric charging (or triboelectrification), which may lead to ESD failures including
random short circuits and point defects in TFT driver array, damage to polarizer film and
driver transistors, etc. might occur as a result of charge generated on the glass [1]. Thus,
finding solutions to reduce the triboelectric charge generated during the glass transfer
process can benefit manufacturing industries. To this end, at first the amount of charge
generated and its parameter dependence needs to be known.
In [1]-[6], some aspects and parameters contributing to the triboelectric charging
between the display panel and conveyor system were presented. In [1], the triboelectric
charges at different stages of display manufacturing were reported and it was shown that
the triboelectric voltage on the rollers during the glass transfer can build up to -2 kV.
However, the effect of roller material and diameter, transfer velocity/acceleration and
environmental conditions were not considered. In [2], triboelectric charges for a roller
conveyor system were measured in display panel manufacturing. For dissipative rollers
with a radius of 30 mm, a smaller static voltage in magnitude (-0.35 kV) was observed for
the rollers compared to insulating rollers with a radius of 130 mm (-2.55 kV). Both
experiments were performed with a similar transferring velocity of 116 mm/sec. Also,
transfer velocities of 116 and 416 mm/sec for the insulative roller resulted in the roller’s
static charge voltage of -2.6 kV and -5.4 kV, respectively. In [3], various ionization
technologies were compared for triboelectric charge reduction on the roller and glass in a
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display panel manufacturing. In [4], the triboelectric charging was studied at different
stages of a flat panel display manufacturing including vacuum stage, roller transferring
system, and film detachment process. The study used only very limited experiments for a
roller transferring system. In [5], a multi-physics model for triboelectric charging of a roller
conveyor system was presented. For the measurement set-up, only insulative rollers with
a radius of 30 mm, transfer velocity of 100 mm/sec, acceleration/deceleration of 100
mm/sec2, at 22°C and 30% relative humidity (RH) were studied. In [6], a static charge
modeling and characterization of the glass was presented for the fabricated roller conveyor
system. The triboelectric charge measurement was performed by Faraday cup. Further,
only small diameter rollers (30 mm) were considered.
The main problem for the previous roller conveyor literature [1]-[4] was the lack
of comprehensive comparison between parameters that contribute to the value of
triboelectric charging during experiments in an actual display panel manufacturing setting.
In [5] and [6], the study was conducted in a climate chamber with a fabricated roller
conveyor system. However, some preliminary studies which also considered the
triboelectric charging of the glass were only reported.
In this paper, a comprehensive study of the effect of roller material (insulative vs.
dissipative), roller radius (small vs. large), transfer velocity (slow vs. fast), transfer
acceleration (medium vs. high), traveling distance (200 m vs. 400 m) is presented.
Moreover, the effect of RH (from 20% to 50%, all at fixed temperature of 22°C) is
investigated. The triboelectric charge on the glass for different cases was measured by a
Faraday cup. Further, the surface voltage on the glass and the rollers was studied with the
2D automated scanner system. Since it is not easy to achieve good repeatability in all
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triboelectric charge experiments, three identically manufactured glass pieces were
measured for the experiment to display the mean and standard deviation values. Moreover,
the time decay of the insulting rollers was obtained and the surface potential on the rollers
was assessed with a 2D automated scanner. The effect of using an ionizer also was
presented. A comparison between previous literature and the present study is illustrated in
Table 1.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In order to assess the triboelectric charge on the glass and rollers, a bidirectional
conveyor was fabricated as shown in Figure 1. The apparatus consists of an AC-DC power
supply, a stepper motor to drive the rollers (transfer motor), 17 roller shafts, 11 rollers per
shaft, three stepper motors to move the lift pins (lift-up motors), nine lift-up pins for the
elevator, and four motor controllers. The apparatus is located inside a humidity chamber.
Two RS485-USB converter cables were used to support the communication between the
motor controllers and the computer (located outside of the humidity chamber). Two
different types of rollers with insulating and dissipative properties were made. Ultra-highmolecular-weight (UHMW) polyethylene material was used for the insulative rollers, and
the dissipative rollers were made of UHMW polyethylene containing carbon particles. The
measured resistances of the insulative and dissipative rollers were 6.9×1011 and 2.7×108 Ω,
respectively. The ES 124, a digital high resistance and low current meter from ESDEMC
Technology LLC, was used to measure the resistance of the insulating and dissipative
materials. For each roller material two different sets of rollers were fabricated with the
radius of RR = 30 and 90 mm with the thickness of TR = 10 mm.
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Table 1 - Comparison between previous literature and the present study.
Ref.

[1]

[2]

[3]

Roller
property
Dissipative
(rad = 30 mm)
Insulative
(rad = 130
mm)
Dissipative
(rad = 30
mm)
Insulative
(rad = 30 mm)

Velocity
(mm/s)
-

116, 416

~115200

[4]

Insulative
(30 and 130
mm)

[5]

Insulative
(rad = 30 mm)

[6]

Dissipative
(rad = 30)
Insulative
(rad = 30)

54, 100,
200, 300

Dissipative
(rad = 30 and
90 mm)
Insulative
(rad = 30 and
90 mm)

100,
200, 300

This
paper

160, 320

100

Acceleration
(mm/s2)
-

-

-

Temp/
RH

Test Properties

-

-Performed in
manufacturer
-Ionizer effect and
rollers were studied

-

- Performed in
manufacturer
- Ionizer effect and
rollers were studied

-

- Performed in
manufacturer
-Ionizer effect and
rollers were studied

-Performed in
manufacturer
-Studied static
22°C/55% voltage at different
stages
- A few experiments
reported for roller
-Performed in a
22°C/
humidity chamber
100
30%
-Faraday cup
-Glass studied
-Performed in a
humidity chamber
54, 100, 200, 22°C/30% -Faraday cup
300
22°C/50% -Glass studied
-Steady state of
triboelectric charge
-Performed in a
humidity chamber
22°C/
-Studied ionizer
200, 300
20% -Faraday cup and 2D
50%
automated scanner
-Glass and rollers
studied
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As seen in Figure 1, SS = 200 mm was the spacing between two adjacent shafts, SR
= 50 mm was the spacing between two adjacent rollers mounted on the same shaft, LG =
457 mm and WG = 457 mm were the length and width of the glass with 0.5 mm thickness
(i.e., Alkaline earth boroaluminosilicate glasses, which are typically used for display
substrate).

(a)

(b)
Figure 1 - Roller conveyor system schematic. (a) side view, (b) top view.
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The research program undertaken in this investigation consisted of two phases. In
the first phase, the effect of roller materials (insulative vs. dissipative), roller radius (small
vs. large), transfer velocity (slow vs. fast), transfer acceleration (medium vs. high),
traveling distance (200 m vs. 400 m), and RH variation (20% to 50%) on the amount of
triboelectric charging on the glass was measured by the Faraday cup. In Figure 2a, the
measurement set-up for the Faraday cup is depicted. To measure the total charge, the glass
was lifted up toward the Faraday cup after the desired movements by utilizing an elevator
system.
The voltage of the Faraday cup was recorded by an ES103 electrometer from
ESDEMC Technology LLC. Table 2 presents the test conditions for the total charge
measured by the Faraday cup. For all experiments, the glass lifted up toward the Faraday
cup ten times, after each of twenty back-and-forth glass displacements. Two traveling
distances (i.e., 1 and 0.5 m) for each back-and-forth movement were performed.
In the second phase, to study the triboelectric voltage distribution on the glass and
rollers at different conditions (e.g., rollers with different material and radiuses) a 2D
automated scanner (XY movement) was built and mounted on the roller conveyor. A noncontact TREK model 347 electrostatic voltmeter probe was used to measure the surface
voltage. Figure 2b shows the scanner set-up for the glass. The top surface of the glass was
scanned at the beginning, and after the first and the second back-and-forth movement of
the glass (1 m traveling distance). Each back-or-forth movement includes 1 m
displacement. The glass was lifted up by the elevator system and then the scanning
initiated. Figure 2c shows the scanner set-up for the rollers. The middle part of the conveyor
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was chosen to be scanned after 100 back-and-forth movements of the glass for 1 m
traveling distance.

(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 2 - Measurement set-ups. (a) charge measurement of the glass by Faraday cup, (b)
surface potential measurement of the glass by 2D scanner, (c) surface potential
measurement of the rollers by 2D scanner.

In the second phase of the study, only the roller materials (insulative vs.
dissipative), and roller radiuses (small vs. large) were investigated. In another word, the
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transfer velocity (200 mm/s), the acceleration/deceleration (200 mm/s2), and the
environmental condition (22°C and of 30% RH) kept consistent for all the experiments. At
both phases of the study, a preconditioning procedure for the rollers and the glass was
considered. As such, prior to each experiment, the glass was cleaned using a 91% Isopropyl
Rubbing Alcohol (IPA) to remove the charges from previous experiments.

Table 2 - Test driving conditions.
Test

Acceleration/
Deceleration
(mm/s2)

Transfer
velocity
(mm/s)

I

200

100

1

0.5

II

200

200

1

0.5

III

200

300

1

0.5

IV

300

300

1

0.5

Traveling Distance (m)

Moreover, a bar-type ionizer (BFN-803 overhead AC ionizing blower) located
under the glass conveyor system was used for 30 sec in order to neutralize charges on the
rollers. Subsequently, at least 30 min elapsed between using the ionizer/IPA and initiating
the next experiment.

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. TRIBOELECTRIC CHARGE MEASUREMENT BY FARADAY CUP
A

comprehensive

study

of

the

effect

of

transfer

velocity,

transfer

acceleration/deceleration, roller material and radius, transfer distance, and RH variation on
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the triboelectric charging of the glass by the roller conveyor system was investigated. All
experiments discussed in this section (except the RH variation) were performed at 22°C
and 30% RH. Moreover, three glasses were used for the experiments and the mean and
standard deviation values for each experiment were considered. The preconditioning of the
Faraday cup experiment included using the ionizer and 91% IPA for the rollers and the
glass, respectively.
3.1.1. Velocity. Transfer velocity of the glass, regardless of the roller’s material or
radius, will have an effect on the triboelectric charging on both the glass and rollers. Since
faster transfer velocity might result in more friction force between the glass and rollers, a
greater triboelectric charge can be expected. To illustrate the velocity variation on the
transfer process, the transfer distance profile of a forward movement (for 1 m) of the glass
with 100, 200, and 300 mm/s transfer velocities, but with the same acceleration and
deceleration of 200 mm/s2 is depicted in Figure 3a. In the roller conveyor system, the glass
moved with a transfer velocity of VT which is directly related to the roller’s radius (RR)
and angular velocity (ω) of the roller, expressed as follows:

VT  RR  

(1)

As such, in order to reach the desired transfer velocity (e.g., 200 mm/s), the angular
velocity of the roller has to be determined based on the rollers’ radius. In Figure 4a, the
averaged total charge on the glass among three different glasses is shown after 20 backand-forth movements with two traveling distances of 0.5 and 1 m, for 10 subsequent
measurements.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3 - Transfer distance profile comparison, (a) transfer velocity, (b)
acceleration/deceleration.

For the transfer velocity study, the results for the small insulative rollers are
presented. It was observed that other types of rollers presented a similar trend. As seen in
Figure 4a, an increase in the glass transfer velocity from 100 to 300 mm/s resulted in
greater triboelectric charge characterization of the glass. For instance, an increment from
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0.38 µC to 0.49µC (~30% increment in total triboelectric charge) after 400 m displacement
with 1 m back-and-forth movement can be observed for transfer velocities of 100 and 300
mm/s, respectively. The same trend observed for the transfer distance of 0.5m back-andforth movement. However, the triboelectric charge characterization of the glass for 0.5 m
back-and-forth movement is relatively lower than the 1 m back-and-forth movement. The
reason could be that the glass with 0.5m back-and-forth movement was lifted up twice
more than 1 m back-and-forth movement if the same overall displacement is considered.
In another word, the experiment with 0.5 m back-and-forth movement included two times
more lifting up action than the experiment with 1 m back-and-forth movement for the same
transfer distance. However, because the difference between the charge for 1 m or 0.5 m
back-and-forth is not significant, the effect of the separation from the roller by the lift-up
elevator was eliminated in this paper.
3.1.2. Acceleration/deceleration. For each back-and-forth movement, the glass
first accelerated to reach the desired transfer velocity from zero. Then, once the glass
reached its desired transfer distance, the glass decelerated and ultimately stopped. The
transfer profile for 200 mm/s2 and 300 mm/s2 with the same transfer velocity (300 mm/s)
is depicted in Fig 3 (b), given as tests III and IV in Table 2. In an actual display
manufacturing, the glass may experience only a few times of acceleration/deceleration
during the transfer process by the roller conveyor system.However, each back-and-forth
movement in this study resulted in a sequence of acceleration/deceleration for the glass
transfer. Figure 4b presents the averaged value of the total charge measurement of the
glass along with three different glasses with the same transfer velocity (300 mm/s) and
acceleration/deceleration values (200 and 300 mm/s2).
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Total charge (C)

0.6

300 mm/s
200 mm/s
100 mm/s

0.4

0.2

0
0

100
200
300
400
Transfer distance (m)
(a)

0.6
300 mm/s2

Total charge (C)

200 mm/s2
0.4

0.2

0
0

100
200
300
400
Transfer distance (m)

(b)
Figure 4 - Triboelectric characterization of glass for small insulative rollers. (a) transfer
velocity, (b) acceleration /deceleration.

The greater acceleration and deceleration generates more friction including slipping
and skidding between the glass and rollers and eventually leads to a greater triboelectric
charge characterization. For instance, an increment from 0.49 µC to 0.55 µC (~12%
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increment in total triboelectric charge) after 400 m displacement with 1 m back-and-forth
movement can be observed for the acceleration/deceleration of 200 and 300 mm/s2,
respectively. In this figure, the results for small insulating rollers were presented while the
other rollers also exposed a similar trend.
3.1.3. Material and Radius.

Roller material and radius would have a major

impact on the triboelectric charging on both the glass and the rollers. In electrostatic
discharge (ESD) events, usually the dissipative materials are expected to reduce the
triboelectric charging and also speed up the triboelectric discharge process [7]-[14]. As
such, it is quite important to study the effect of material properties and the response to the
triboelectric charge. Figure 5 illustrates a comparison between the averaged total measured
charge of three various glasses for different roller materials and radiuses. Figure 5a to
Figure 5d represent the results for four test conditions with various velocities and
accelerations (see Table 2). For test conditions of velocity = 100 mm/s and
acceleration/deceleration = 200 mm/s2 (Figure 5(a)), by comparing large dissipative (LD)
rollers with large insulative (LI) rollers, it was observed that the charge on the glass due to
the insulative rollers was greater than the dissipative rollers after the first few movements.
In addition, the triboelectric characteristic of the glass with LD rollers saturated quickly in
comparison with the LI rollers. After 100 m, the triboelectric characterization of the glass
due to the dissipative rollers was saturated at 0.18 µC (see solid black trace). Also, it was
observed that the triboelectric characterization of the glass due to the insulative rollers has
passed the triboelectric characterization of the glass due to the dissipative rollers after ~150
m transfer distance. The same trend can be observed for small insulative (SI) and small
dissipative (SD) rollers. The triboelectric characteristic of the glass with SD rollers began
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with the largest value and saturated quickly (e.g., at 300 m transfer distance) in comparison
with the SI roller. However, the triboelectric characteristic of the insulative rollers has not
saturated after 400 m transfer distance. From this plot, it can be estimated that triboelectric
characterization of the glass due to the SI roller would saturate after ~800 m transfer
distance. As a noticeable point, although the greatest triboelectric characterization among
all types of rollers belongs to the SD rollers, if a longer distance is considered the
triboelectric characterization of the glass due to the SI rollers will ultimately pass the SD
trace. In other words, for a shorter distance the triboelectric charge of the glass due to
dissipative rollers might be greater (compared to the charge at the first movements);
however, for a longer transfer distance ultimately the glass would be saturated at a smaller
value than using insulative rollers. Such a tendency may lead to a recommendation to use
dissipative rollers for longer transfer distance (which is the most case at an actual display
panel manufacturing) since they resulted in a smaller saturated charge. All above
observations can be applied to the results of other test conditions (Figure 5 (b) to Figure
5 (d)).
In the roller conveyor system, the glass moved with a transfer velocity of VT which
is directly related to the roller’s radius (RR) and angular velocity (ω) of the roller, given in
(1). In order to reach similar transfer velocity and acceleration/deceleration (e.g., 200 mm/s
and 200 mm/s2) for larger rollers in comparison with small rollers, the angular velocity
(i.e., the number of revolutions per sec of the transfer motor) and the angular
acceleration/deceleration had to decrease three times from small rollers to large rollers. As
mentioned before, the radius of the large rollers was three times greater than the small
rollers.
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100 mm/s, 200 mm/s2

Total charge (C)

0.8

SD
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LI

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

100
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Transfer distance (m)
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(a)

200 mm/s, 200 mm/s2

Total charge (C)

0.8

SD

SI

LD

LI

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

100
200
300
Transfer distance (m)

400

(b)
Figure 5 - Triboelectric characterization for various rollers material and diameter. (a) 100
mm/s, 200 mm/s2, (b) 200 mm/s, 200 mm/s2, (c) 300 mm/s, 200 mm/s2, (d) 300 mm/s,
300 mm/s2. (SD, SI, LD, and LI represent small dissipative, small insulative, large
dissipative, and large insulative, respectively).
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(c)

300 mm/s, 300 mm/s2

Total charge (C)

0.8
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(d)
Figure 5 - Triboelectric characterization for various rollers material and diameter. (a) 100
mm/s, 200 mm/s2, (b) 200 mm/s, 200 mm/s2, (c) 300 mm/s, 200 mm/s2, (d) 300 mm/s,
300 mm/s2. (SD, SI, LD, and LI represent small dissipative, small insulative, large
dissipative, and large insulative, respectively). (Cont.)
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It can be observed from the comparison between the triboelectric characterization
of the glass and different roller radiuses that large rollers led in a lower triboelectric
characterization. The reason might be due to the fact that the angle at which the roller’s
surface meets the glass is smaller for larger rollers (see Figure 6 (a)), so the speed in which
the roller is moved away from the glass is slower for larger rollers. In other words, the
angle between the glass and the surface of the small rollers varies faster than larger rollers.
This can be lead to more charge separation between the glass and smaller rollers. Moreover,
slower angle variation between the glass and the larger rollers may enhance the charge
neutralization between the glass and the large rollers. For the better comparison, Figure 6
(b) represents part of the result shown in Figure 5 (a). In Figure 6c, the triboelectric
charge values of the larger rollers are multiplied by a constant coefficient (i.e., proportional
to the radius ratio) to match the results of small rollers. In this figure the multiplication
factor α1 is set to 4.5 for LD and α2 is set to 2.1 for LI. The reason that the coefficient,
which leads to the best match, is not equal to three (i.e., radius ratio) might be that other
factors such as surface roughness influence the charge build up. However, the ratio and the
explanation using the surface separation speed indicate that the charging is antiproportional to the radius. The conclusion from this observation could be applicable for
display panel manufacturing, as for the same transfer velocity, larger rollers may be helpful
for less triboelectric charging compared to small rollers.
3.1.4.

Humidity. Some previous literature studied the effect of environmental

conditions (such as RH and temperature) on the amount of triboelectric charging [7]-[16]
and it was shown that increasing the RH can reduce the probability of triboelectric charge
generation in data centers or in hospitals. These observations are all in line with most the
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(c)
Figure 6 - (a) conceptual diagram of the effect of larger roller on the angle between the
glass and roller, (b) before, (c) after multiplication.

often observed behavior in tribo-electrification. However, there are also papers e.g., [17][18] that contradict the most often observed behavior. Based on this knowledge, the effect
of RH on triboelectric characterization for the roller conveyor system was investigated. For
the RH test measurement, small dissipative rollers were considered since the glass was
saturated faster (shown and discussed in Figure 5). For RH variation of 20% to 50%, shown
in Figure 7, Test II and IV from Table 1 with 1 m traveling distance (total of 400 m transfer
distance) were considered. From the results, it was observed that increasing RH from 30%
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to 50% can reduce the saturated triboelectric charge about half. The outcome of this
investigation can also be considered for display panel manufacturers.

Total charge (C)

0.6

0.5
0.4
200 mm/s, 200 mm/s2
300 mm/s, 300 mm/s2

0.3
20

30
40
50
RH (%)
Figure 7 - Triboelectric characterization of glass at various humidity.

3.2. SURFACE VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT BY 2D SCANNER
In this section, the charge distribution on the glass and rollers are presented for
rollers with different material and radiuses using a 2D automated scanner. The transfer
velocity and acceleration/deceleration values for all results were 200 mm/s and 200 mm/s2,
respectively, with the ambient temperature of 22°C and 30% RH. The preconditioning of
the scanning experiment included using an ionizer and 91% IPA for the rollers and the
glass, respectively. Because the upper limit of our non-contact electrostatic voltmeter
(TREK model 347 [24]) was 3.5 kV, the experiments were arranged based on this
restriction.
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3.2.1. Rollers. Rollers will charge up when glass travels on them, however, the
amount of charge will vary based on the roller material and radius. In order to scan the
rollers, the middle part of the conveyor system was scanned for an area of 400 mm × 400
mm, as shown in Figure 2 (b). Before the experiment, the rollers were scanned to ensure
the voltage on the rollers is about zero after the preconditioning. To make sure that entire
circumference of the rollers touched the glass, the glass was moved 100 times back-andforth for 1 m traveling distance. Subsequently, the rollers were scanned. The measurement
principle of the instrument is explained in .]24[ Figure 8 indicates the different values
measured by the instrument on the rollers after 100 glass movements and the initial
condition for all types of the rollers. Rollers are located along the Y-direction and the roller
shafts are separated along the X-direction. Since the shaft of the rollers was grounded, it
was expected that for the dissipative rollers, represented in Figure 8 (a) and Figure 8 (b),
the surface voltage (i.e., the measured value when the probe is on the rollers) was about 0
volts regardless of the roller radius. For the insulative rollers, the surface potential on the
rollers should have a lower negative value (or greater absolute value), shown in Figure 8c
and Figure 8 (d). As expected, the small insulative rollers exposed lower negative voltage
value (or greater absolute value) than the large rollers. The results support the discussion
in Section 3.1. for the triboelectric characterization of the roller with various radius.
From Figure 8 (d), the rather homogeneous voltage can be seen for the large
insulative rollers and it indicates that large insulative rollers obtained less charge after 100
movements than small insulative rollers.
3.2.2. Glass. Scanning the surface voltage of the glass has to lead to the similar
observation of the Faraday cup experiments. Scanning was performed before the
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movement (to indicate the initial voltage), after 1 m back-and-forth movement, and after
the second round of 1 m back-and-forth movement. The glass lifted up by the elevator, and
the non-contact electrostatic voltmeter probe was adjusted with the lift-off distance of ~3
mm to the glass. The scanning area was for 400 mm × 400 mm. All scanning images were
referenced to the initial scanning results (the voltage difference between the first movement

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 8 - Measured value by the instrument for the different rollers after 200 m glass
transferred. (a) small dissipative, (b) large dissipative, (c) small insulative, (d) large
insulative rollers (the color map indicates the voltage is in kV).
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and the initial condition, or the second movement and the initial condition). The results of
the scanned glass along with a histogram of the voltage difference distribution on the
surface of the glass are depicted in Figure 9 for all types of roller conveyor system. The
color map indicates the voltage in kV. As expected from the Faraday cup experiments, the
glass moved by small dissipative rollers must expose greater voltage distribution.
Moreover, large rollers have to lead to less voltage distribution on the glass than the small
rollers.
A comparison between the first rows of Figure 9 for different rollers represents that
utilizing small dissipative rollers resulted in the greatest charge on the surface of the glass.
This observation is in agreement with the Faraday cup experiment. From the histogram,
the average and standard deviation of the voltage distribution on the glass with small
dissipative rollers was 2.20 kV and 0.3 kV, respectively. The corresponding values for
small insulative rollers were 1.23 kV and 0.43 kV. Moreover, large insulative and
dissipative rollers generated less voltage on the glass with an average value of 0.56 kV and
0.54 kV, respectively.
These low voltage values were also along with total charge measurement by the
Faraday cup. After the second movement, the glass traveled by small dissipative roller
gained more charge in comparison with small insulative rollers. It was observed that the
glass transferred by the larger radius obtained less charge in comparison with small radius.
In the fourth row, the voltage distributed histogram after the second round of 1 m traveling
distance is presented. A comparison between the histogram of small insulative rollers and
small dissipative rollers implied a wider histogram (greater σ) for small insulative rollers.
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(a) Surface voltage distributed on the glass, after 1st movement

(b) Histogram of surface voltage distributed on the glass, after 1st movement

(c) Surface voltage distributed on the glass, after 2nd movement

(d) Histogram of surface voltage distributed on the glass, after 2nd movement
Figure 9 - Surface potential results of the glass transferred by different rollers. 2D image
and histogram (the color map voltage scale is in kV). μ and σ are the mean and standard
deviation of the surface voltage distribution, respectively. [left to right: SD, SI, LD, LI].

3.2.3. Time Decay. Since the resistance of the dissipative roller is much smaller
than an insulative roller, charge decay on the dissipative roller is much faster (e.g., by a
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factor of ~104). Generally, the charge inside or on the surface of an insulating roller will
leak away very slowly according to an approximately exponential function, given by:

Q  Q0 et /

(2)

where τ is the time decay constant [7]. In order to obtain the time decay constant of
insulative rollers, an experiment was defined in such a way that the glass touches the
circumference of the rollers continuously (back-and-forth). The diagram of the glass
movement is shown in Figure 10a. As such, a point of the roller circumference was marked
and the glass was located on top of that roller on that point. Then, the glass was transferred
forward with a traveling distance of 282.7 mm (i.e., 2πR, a full rotation/revolution of the
roller), where R is the radius of the roller. The transfer velocity was 200 mm/s. Then, the
glass was transferred backward with the same velocity and distance. This procedure was
repeated 100 times to ensure that the whole circumference of the roller homogeneously
touched the glass and obtained enough charge. Then, the glass moved away. The
electrostatic probe moved to the marked position on the roller and measured the surface
voltage at the marked position on the roller (Figure 10 (a)) after five seconds sec for one
hour. In our case, the large insulative roller was investigated and it was found in practical
terms that the decay time is at the range of τ = 1.5×105 sec. This value is practically large
enough to indicate the charge on the insulative rollers will stay for a long time. This fact
can illustrate the potential reason that the glass with insulative rollers has an exponential
triboelectric characterisation and the glass is not saturated quickly in comparison with the
dissipative rollers. The experimental data and the exponential are shown in Figure 10 (b).
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Figure 10 - (a) time decay experiment procedure, (b) experimental results.

(a)
(b)
Figure 11 - Surface potential results of the insulative rollers. (a) after 200 m glass
displacement, (b) subsequently, utilizing ionizer.

3.2.4. Ionizer. As discussed in [1], since triboelectric charges are high in display
panel manufacturing due to the high production speeds (to achieve profitability), utilizing
ionizers is inevitable. For our experiments, the ionizer was only used as a precondition
process. However, it was necessary to examine its performance on neutralizing the charge
on the rollers. As such, the measured value by the instrument (i.e., the surface potential
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when the probe is on the rollers) of the large insulative rollers before and after utilizing the
ionizer are shown in Figure 11. In Figure 11 (a), it was observed that the insulative rollers
after 100 m glass transfer had about -2.5 kV surface potential. However, after using the
ionizer for 30 sec, the surface potential on the rollers was around 0 volts. This result
indicated that our preconditions to use the ionizer for rollers before running the next
experiment were done properly.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a bidirectional roller conveyor system was fabricated to
systematically study the triboelectric charging of the glass during the roller transfer
process. Two different types of rollers with insulating and dissipative properties were
made. Ultra-high-molecular-weight (UHMW) polyethylene material was used for the
insulative rollers, and the dissipative rollers were made of UHMW polyethylene containing
carbon particles. The measured resistances of the insulative and dissipative rollers were
6.9×1011 and 2.7×108 Ω, respectively. For each roller material two different sets of rollers
were fabricated with the radius of RR = 30 and 90 mm with the thickness of TR = 10 mm,
referred to as small dissipative (SD), small insulative (SI), large dissipative (LD), and large
insulative (LI). To obtain the triboelectric characterization of the glass versus the transfer
distance, a Faraday cup with an elevator system was mounted on the apparatus to measure
the total charge on the glass. Two traveling distances (1 m and 0.5 m) with various transfer
velocities (100 mm/s to 300 mm/s), and acceleration/deceleration (200 mm/s2 and 300
mm/s2) were studied. Moreover, RH variation (20% to 50%) on the triboelectric
characterization of the glass was investigated. In addition, by utilizing a 2D automated
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scanner, a comprehensive study including the 2D image of surface voltage distribution of
the glass and rollers as well as a histogram of surface voltage distribution of the glass was
presented. From the results, it can be concluded that:
o The amount of charge accumulated on the glass transferring by dissipative
rollers was saturated faster at a smaller value than by insulative rollers.
o For shorter distances, the dissipative rollers exposed a greater charge on the
glass in comparison with insulative rollers. However, after some distances the
glass traveled by dissipative rollers was saturated and ultimately the
triboelectric characterization of the glass due to insulative rollers would pass
the triboelectric characterization of the glass due to dissipative rollers.
o Faster transfer velocity of the glass for each specific roller resulted in greater
triboelectric characterization.
o Higher acceleration/deceleration of the glass led to greater triboelectric
characterization.
o Decreasing the RH from 50%RH to 20%RH resulted in a 50% increase in the
triboelectric charge.
o From the time decay experiment of the rollers, insulative rollers have a time
decay of ~1.5×105. For dissipative rollers the time decay was too fast and not
practical to measure it.
o For the same transfer velocity of the glass, larger rollers resulted in a lower
triboelectric characterization on the glass. The reason might be due to surface
to surface separation speed which is about three times slower for the large
rollers.
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Finally, from the comprehensive study of various parameters, a list of
recommendations for industrial applications can be given as:
o Dissipative rollers are better for longer transfer distance,
o Larger rollers resulted in a lower triboelectric charging on the glass,
o There is a trade-off between speed of glass transfer (and also
acceleration/deceleration) and triboelectric charge. Depending on the maximal
charge levels acceptable the speed and acceleration need to be adjusted.
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V. SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS, COUPLING PATH, AND EMI MITIGATION
FOR QSFP CAGES WITH HEATSINK
ABSTRACT
Quad form-factor pluggable (QSFP) interconnections shielding cages with
heatsinks are often optimized for thermal, mechanical, and volume manufacturing. In this
paper, shielding effectiveness (SE) of QSFP cages including two configurations of 1×1 and
1×6 with three cases of normal (i.e., rising) heatsink, without a heatsink, and with a
modified heatsink is measured for the frequency range of 1-40 GHz using a dual
reverberation chamber. For each measurement, three different vendors of optical modules
are utilized and averaged SE is achieved for each case, indicating that the rising heatsink
degrades the SE around 5 to 10 dB compare to the no heatsink or modified heatsink.
Further, energy parcels and their trajectory concept are applied to visualize the coupling
paths in a rising heatsink. The rising heatsink creates a new coupling path for EM waves
to leak to the cage and emit from the chassis faceplate. From the energy parcel results, an
EMI mitigation technique is proposed for the newly created coupling path by the rising
heatsink and its performance is evaluated with SE measurements. Further, an active
measurement with an evaluation board using a 40Gbps optical module is performed with
and without the EMI mitigation technique.
Index Terms—QSFP interconnect; heatsink; shielding effectiveness; coupling
path, EMI mitigation; TRP; reverberation chamber; energy parcel; EMI/EMC.
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1. INTRODUCTION
QSFP interconnection is a compact transceiver used for telecommunication and
data communication applications. Its features are four electrical lanes that operate at
10Gbps to provide 4×10 Gbps Ethernet systems [1]. The throughput of QSFP
interconnection is further raised from 4×10 Gbps to 4×28 Gbps, known as QSFP28, to
address 100 Gbps network applications [2]-[3]. Today, they have favorable application in
high-end and low-end switches and routers, placed on the faceplate of the system chassis.
For the electromagnetic interference (EMI) point of view, however, the big challenge is to
maintain the radiation limit lower than a certain margin to meet electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC) regulatory requirements. Approaching further higher data rates for
network systems from 100Gbps to 200/400 Gbps is currently under development based on
doubling the density of QSFP interconnections, so-called QSFP-DD, in which eight lanes
operate at up to 25 Gbps via NRZ modulation or 50 Gbps via PAM4 modulation providing
200 Gbps and 400 Gbps speed, respectively [4]-[5].

Figure 1 - Rising heatsink when optical module is inserted.
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The introduction of double density technologies is expected to further increase
radiation emission by a few dB because of the doubled transmitted power in the QSFP-DD
interconnections. Thus, it is required to revisit the design of the key components which are
placed on the front-end of the system chassis faceplate consisting of the QSFP
interconnection, QSFP shieling cage, and the optical module to make them more effective
against emission. One of the components that is particularly investigated in this paper, is
the QSFP shielding cages possessing a heatsink. The heatsink is required to cool down the
optical modules placed inside the QSFP shielding cage [6]. However, when the optical
module is inserted, the heatsink rises as depicted in Figure 1. The air gap created by a rising
heatsink can degrade the shielding effectiveness (SE) of the cage. Extensive efforts have
been made over the years to study the EMI associated with high-speed high-density
interconnections including edge-coupled PCB backplane connectors [7]-[11], and boardto-board interconnections (i.e., SFP and QSFP) [12]-[14]. The interconnections often
contribute to radiation emission and potentially increase the system noise. Some EMI
mitigation techniques have been evaluated to reduce emission from interconnections [15][16]. Furthermore, the EMI coupling paths and the resulting unintentional currents that lead
to radiation in the optical link are described in [17]-[20]. The board-to-board interconnects
and the flex cables in optical modules are the dominant sources of emission in active
operation of the modules [17], [18], and [20]. However, the QSFP shielding cages have not
been investigated yet. They are often optimized for thermal, mechanical, and volume
manufacturing, but EMI performance is only intuitively considered. Imperfections allow
system noise, typically from ASICs, ICs, PCB routing, and interconnections to leak in the
QSFP shielding cages and emit from the chassis faceplate. Improving the EMI SE of the
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QSFP shielding cages improves the overall EMI performance of networking systems to
meet global and customer-driven EMC regulations. In this paper, understanding the effect
of the rising heatsink on the SE performance of a QSFP cage is investigated as shown in
Figure 1. Two different cage configurations of 1×1 and 1×6 cages are selected. The SE of
QSFP is measured for the frequency range of 1-40 GHz using a dual reverberation chamber
[21]-[23]. Measuring the SE of the cage is referred to as “passive measurement” because
the optical module is not operating and there is no signal path to the QSFP interconnection.
To visualize possible coupling paths, the concept of energy parcel is applied. It shows the
energy flow through the newly created gaps at the rising heatsink. Then, an EMI mitigation
technique is proposed and its performance is evaluated with the passive measurements.
Finally, an active measurement with a module compliance board (MCB) using 40 Gbps
optical module is performed with and without the EMI mitigation technique.

2. SHIELDING EFFECTIVENESS MEASUREMENT
A spare actual PCB line card with 0.3 cm thickness is used for the SE measurement,
which focuses on the system noise leakage in QSFP cages and the emission out of the
chassis/enclosure faceplate. As such, only the shielding cage was mounted on the PCB line
card. The stirred dual reverberation chamber is used to obtain the SE of the QSFP cage.
Figure 2 depicts the measurement setup. On the noisy side, Tx antenna provides the EM
waves and on the quiet side, received power is measured by Rx antenna. For the design of
experiment, three different vendors of optical modules are utilized for the measurement.
To eliminate the design variation on the optical modules and focus only on their mechanical
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Figure 2 - Setup diagram for SE measurement.

feature, two types of aluminum cuboids are made with similar exterior dimension of optical
modules. Cuboid #1 is similar to the optical modules and raises the heatsink. Cuboid #2,
however, has a smaller height in the middle and doesn’t raise the heatsink. The normal and
modified heatsinks as well as the cuboids are shown in Figure 3.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3 - (a) heatsinks, (b) cuboids.

To explore the effect of a rising heatsink on the SE of the QSFP cage, different
conditions are explored including a cage with a normal heatsink (Figure 4-left), a cage
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without heatsink (Figure 4-middle), and a cage with a modified heatsink in which the
pedestal part is removed (Figure 4-right).

Figure 4 - Various cage configurations. 1×1 (top) and 1×6 (bottom).

2.1. CAGE CONFIGURATION OF 1×1
The SE of QSFP cage is obtained relative to the baseline measurement. In this
study, the faceplate without the cage (i.e., an open aperture) is considered for the baseline
measurement, as represented in Figure 5 (a) for the 1×1 cage and Figure 5 (b) for the 1×6
cage. Fig. 5 (c) depicts the cross section of the faceplate. The EM waves leak out from
either the gap between the cage and the faceplate, or the gap between the cage and the
optical module. The QSFP cages are designed with spring finger contacts (also known as
a gasket) around their mouth. The spring finger is supposed to close any gap between either
the cage and faceplate, or the cage and the module. However, the mechanical tolerance of
the design results in an imperfection and lead the EM waves out of the faceplate. The IEEE
standard for SE measurement is defined as [24]:
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SE[dB]  10 log10

P1
P2

(1)

where P1 is the measured power in W at the receiver (or the quiet) side of the dual
reverberation chamber when the faceplate with an open aperture is placed between two
chambers. Similarly, P2 is the measured power in W at the quiet chamber, when the
faceplate with the cage is placed between two chambers. Because three different vendors
of optical modules are utilized, the averaged SE over the modules is obtained as:

SE[dB]  10 log10

P1
 P2  MO

(2)

where <P2>MO is the average received power over the different modules. Figure 6 shows
the averaged SE of the cage for two separate frequency bands of 1-18 GHz and 18-40 GHz.

(c)

(a)

(b)
Figure 5 - (a) open aperture for 1×1 cage, (b) open aperture for 1×6 cage, (c) the crosssection of the faceplate when the module is inserted.
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Figure 6 - Averaged SE of the 1×1 cage over three different modules.

The SE of the cage with the modified heatsink has the highest SE over the whole
frequency range than the two other cases because the modified heatsink is not raised and,
thus, no air gap is created. The cage with no heatsink exhibits a better SE than the cage
with a normal (rising) heatsink. This observation indicates that the cage with a rising
heatsink provides a leakage path for EM waves inside the cage, and further on via the
opening to the quite chamber. Thus, the SE of the cage with the normal heatsink is a few
dB lower than the cage with the modified heatsink. Especially at some frequencies like 5,
11, and 22 GHz, the difference is more than 5 dB. These frequencies are associated with
the resonance frequencies of the slots (air gap) between the cage and faceplate, and between
the cage and the modules as depicted in Figure 5c. The largest gap is between the faceplate
and the cage at 60.28 mm, while the smallest gap is between the cage and the module at
53.4 mm. Assuming these lengths are one wavelength, the corresponding frequencies are
4.97 GHz and 5.61 GHz, respectively. The frequency of ~11 and ~22 GHz are associated
to two and three wavelengths long. The faceplate with these two slots behaves as an
efficient slot antenna at these resonance frequencies. The rising heatsink strengthens the
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EM waves leaking out at these resonances, which is the reason the SE of the cage with a
rising heatsink reduced about 5 dB at these frequencies. Further, the SE of the cage is
reduced at the frequency below 2 GHz. In general, 0 dB SE means the received power from
the faceplate possessing the cage and the module is equal to the received power from an
open aperture. However, the faceplate with a rectangular open aperture (19.98 mm×10.16
mm) has a TE10 mode cut-off frequency of 7.5 GHz. So, even though the SE of the cage is
low at a frequency below 2 GHz, the received power from the open aperture is very weak
and not noticeable. For further exploration, the SE of the cage is compared with the two
types of cuboids and the results are presented in Figure 7. The resonance frequency of 5
GHz is not as strong as before. Further, the resonance frequency of 22 GHz shifts to a lower
frequency, which can be due to a better mechanical contact of aluminum cuboids to the
cage. However, the cage with the rising heatsink has about 5 dB lower SE than the cage
with no rising heatsink at two frequency bands of 10-14 and 16-19 GHz.

2.2. CAGE CONFIGURATION OF 1×6
The averaged SE over the modules for 1×6 cage is shown in Figure 8, which
manifests that the cage with a rising heatsink has the lowest SE compared to the cage with
either a modified heatsink or without the heatsink at a wider frequency range from 4 to 24
GHz in comparison to the 1×1 cage. Calculating the resonance frequencies of the slots for
the 1×6 cage is beyond the interest of this paper. However, because of multiple slots with
relatively close dimension in each cage and between cages, a broadband trend for the 1×6
cage is appropriated which indicates that the rising heatsink deteriorates the SE of the cage
because of an additional new path for EM waves to couples inside the cage.
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Figure 7 - The SE of the 1×1 cage with two types of cuboids.

Figure 8 - Averaged SE of the 1×6 cage over three different OM vendors.

Figure 9 - The SE of the 1×6 cage with two types of cuboids.
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Also, the SE of the 1×6 cage is obtained when the cuboids are placed in the cage.
Six identical cuboids are fabricated for each type (cuboid #1 and #2). The SE of the cage
with cuboids is shown in Figure 9. The difference in the SE of the cages with rising and
non-rising heatsinks is relatively larger than the 1×1 cage (Figure 7), which demonstrates
that the SE degradation due to the rising heatsink is worse for a larger number of cages.

Table 1 - Averaged SE of cage with optical modules at 10.31 GHz.
Condition
1×1 cage
1×6 cage
Cage w/ normal
23.37
20.48
heatsink
Cage w/
modified
24.33
28.87
heatsink

Table 2 - SE of the cage with cuboid at 10.31 GHz.
Condition
1×1 cage
1×6 cage
Cuboid #1
26.9
31.86
Cuboid #2
33.2
40.73

Because the 40 Gbps optical modules have the fundamental frequency of 10.31
GHz, the averaged SE of the cage over the modules at this frequency is given in Table 1.
The reduction in averaged SE of rising heatsinks is about 8 dB in the 1×6 configuration
relative to the modified heatsinks; this value is 1 dB for the 1×1 cage configuration. A
comparison of the SE of the cage possessing a heatsink by inserting the cuboids is presented
in Table 2 for the frequency of 10.31 GHz. The SE of the 1×1 cage with cuboid #2 is about
6 dB greater than the cage with cuboid #1 (i.e., rising heatsink). This value is 8.87 dB for
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the 1×6 cage configuration. The results show that avoiding a rising heatsink will improve
the SE of the cage. The improvement can be greater for bigger cage configurations. The
potential coupling paths from inside to outside the enclosure with the rising heatsink is
depicted in Figure 10. It is expected that the EM waves penetrate the cage from the path
between the heatsink and the cage. This path is all around the cage and, thus, guides the
EM waves through the cage. Also, EM waves can go through the cage from the bottom as
there is a small gap between the cage and the line card PCB.

Figure 10 - Potential coupling path in rising heatsink.

3. ENERGY PARCELS THEORY
Understating of the EM coupling in electronic devices is a challenge for EMC
engineers [25]-[32]. Several methods have been established to visualize the EM coupling
including ray-tracing [25], diffuse scattering [26], reaction theorem [27], and so on.
However, visualization of the EM coupling based on energy parcels and their trajectory
[31]-[32] is a powerful and relatively easy to address the rising heatsink problem.
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3.1. BRIEF INTRODUCTION
The rising heatsink problem. In this method, an analogy between the flow of EM
energy and fluid flow is presented to visualize the EM energy path between an emitter and
a receiver antenna. Hongyu Li, et. al, in [31]-[32] showed that the flow of EM energy can
be imagined as a group of energy parcels propagating in space with certain velocities.
Energy parcels are helpful to ease visualization of EM energy path. The visualization of
the energy ﬂow is deﬁned by the Poynting vector, which demonstrates that the EM energy
obeys the law of the conservation of energy. Assume in a region V characterized by ε, μ, σ
and enclosed by surface S, with distribution of EM sources Ji and Mi, and the EM fields of
E and H, the differential form of the instantaneous Poynting’s theorem is [33]:

.( E  H )  [ H .M i  E.J i ]
 H .H
E.E
 [

]   E.E

2
2

(3)

In free space region without EM sources, (3) is simplified to:

 H .H
E.E
.( E  H )   [ 

]

2
2
S  EH

(4)

Vector S represents the energy flux or power density (i.e., the instantaneous Poynting
vector). Hongyu Li showed that the flow of energy and fluid flow comprise the same partial
differential equation, and, thus, the theories and methodologies of fluid dynamics can be
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applied to electromagnetic energy flow to describe its motion. The instantaneous velocity
of EM energy parcels is defined as:

S (J/m 2s)
v(m / s) 
u (J/m3 )
u

(5)

H .H
E.E

2
2

where u is the total magnetic and electric energy density. Time-averaged EM energy flow
can be considered as a steady flow. The velocity of the energy parcels in timed-averaged
is constant and is defined as:

v av 

S av Re[ S ]

u
u

(6)

Equation (6) shows that the averaged velocity of the EM energy flow is a function
of the real part of the complex Poynting vector. Therefore, the trajectory of energy parcels
in timed-average flow can be obtained by calculating the streamline (tangential line) of the
real part of the complex Poynting vector. The time-averaged flow of an energy parcel will
be effective to identify and visualize propagation of EM waves in space or EM guided
structure (e.g., transmission lines) because there is a time-averaged energy transmitted
through space or in the EM guided structure. Streamline computation algorithms are
available in many numerical electromagnetic solvers including ANSYS HFSS. To
illustrate the idea, two examples are presented: Two dipole antennas (Tx and Rx) are placed
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at a λ distance as shown in Figure 11. To obtain the energy path from the transmitter to the
receiver antenna based on energy parcel and their trajectory method, the reverse calculation
needs to be done. In other words, the negative sign of the real part of Poynting vector
should be calculated at the receiver port to indicate how much energy is received at the
receiver port from the Tx antenna. Figure 11 (a) displays the streamlines of the real part of
the Poynting vector with a negative sign at the receiver antenna port. For the second
example, a perfect electric conductor (PEC) is placed between the two antennas. A slot
with 0.5λ length and the width of λ/20 at the frequency of interest (10.31 GHz) is designed
in the middle of the PEC wall, which is perpendicular to the dipole antenna orientation.
The EM waves can penetrate the slot at the response frequency and reach the Rx antenna.
The tracked energy path from the receiver port is shown in Fig. 11b. The same amount of
energy reaches the receiver port; however, the EM energy path is different and is through
the slot.

(a)
(b)
Figure 11 - Reversed tracked energy parcels from the Rx (right antenna) to the Tx
antenna. (a) in free space, (b) in free space at the presence of PEC wall with slot.

3.2. APPLICATION FOR QSFP SHIELDING CAGE
The rising heatsink reduces the SE performance of the QSFP cages, as shown and
discussed in previous sections. The possibility of a new coupling path for EM waves
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(a)

(b)
Figure 12 - Reversed tracked energy parcels from the receiver antenna (Rx) to the
transmitter antenna (Tx) (a) top view, (b) side view.

created by a rising heatsink can be investigated by the energy parcels method. As such, a
simulation model is built in ANSYS HFSS. Cuboid #1 is used to lift the heatsink. A PEC
faceplate with 2 mm thickness is placed at the mouth of the cage. Two dipole antennas are
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placed before and after the faceplate. The dipole antennas are designed for the frequency
of 10.31 GHz, which is the fundamental frequency of 40 Gbps optical modules. The
distance of the transmitter dipole antenna from the edge of the cage is 35 mm, which is
greater than a wavelength (30 mm). The cage is almost placed in the far-field zone of the
transmitter antenna so plane waves from the transmitter reach the cage. The receiver
antenna is also in the far-field zone at 35 mm from the edge of the cuboid. The location of
the two antennas is chosen arbitrarily with only a horizontal distance far enough from the
edges to be assumed the cage is in far-field of the antennas. The streamlines of the real part
of the Poynting vector with a negative sign is plotted at the receiver port to show how the
EM energy from the Tx antenna reaches the Rx antenna. The EM waves penetrate the cage
and leak out from the faceplate. Energy parcel concept illustrates possible coupling paths.
Fig. 12 (a) exhibits the top view of the EM energy path which is reversely tracked back to
the Tx antenna at the receiver port. The zoomed in subfigures show how the area between
the heatsink and the top of the cage contribute as a path for the EM energy to penetrate
inside the cage from the back and front of the heatsink. The side view of the same result is
presented in Fig. 12 (b). The subfigures display the zoomed in area in the front and the
back of the cage. The rising heatsink functions as a guided structure for the EM waves.

3.3. IDENTIFYING THE DOMINANT LEAKAGE PATH
Two possible leakage paths from the inside of the chassis/enclosure to the faceplate
consist of the air gaps between the cage and the module (path #1), and between the
faceplate and the cage (path #2), as shown in Figure 5c. The dominant leakage path can be
identified by using the energy parcel method. For this purpose, the Tx antenna is located
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at the one side of the cage and has an angle of with z-axes, as illustrated in Figure 13 (a).
On the other side, four Rx antennas placed at four sides of the cuboid, in Figure 13 (b).

(a)
(b)
Figure 13 - Location of (a) Tx antenna, (b) four Rx antennas.

Figure 14 - Ratio of streamlines going through the path #1 to the total.

Rotating the Tx antenna around the z-axes provides plane waves with different
polarization angle, in which of˚ and ˚are associated to the vertical and horizontal
polarization, respectively. The streamlines (in the range of ~25 counts for each Tx-Rx
combination) is tracked back from the Rx antenna ports to the Tx antenna. By counting the
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number of streamlines going through each path, the dominant leakage path is determined
between path #1 and path #2. The ratio of the streamlines in path #1 and the total number
of streamlines are calculated and are shown in Figure 14. For the wide variation of from
0 to 60, the ratio is greater than 0.5 which indicates that path #1 is the dominant path for
the coupling from inside the enclosure/chassis to the faceplate. The greatest ratio happens
for ˚ which is a pure vertical polarization for the EM waves propagating from the Tx
antenna.
Figure 15 (a) shows the streamlines from Rx4 to Tx with ˚. The dominant
leakage path with vertical polarization is from path #1. In fact, the EM waves couple into
the cage and then reach Rx4. The rising heatsink creates a parallel plate structure at the air
gap between the heatsink and the top of the cage which behaves as a guided structure for
the EM waves to couple inside the cage. However, the parallel plates only guide the plane
waves with a vertical polarization. Fig. 15 (b) represents an example of the streamlines
from Rx4 to Tx with ˚ which combines both vertical and horizontal polarizations.
The EM waves reach the Rx antenna from the both paths, but with the majority of path #1.

(a)
(b)
Figure 15 - (a) streamlines of Rx4 for =0˚, (b) streamlines of Rx4 for =60˚.
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4. APPLYING EMI MITIGATION TECHNIQUE
To mitigate the EMI resulted in a rising heatsink, a window frame gasket is placed
between the cage and the heatsink. Using an elastomeric gasket is preferred as it can be
expanded when the module is inserted. From a thermal point of view, the heatsink must
touch the optical module for the highest thermal connectivity so, the mechanical forces
created by the newly inserted gasket should be considered to avoid any degradation in the
heatsink performance. However, in this paper, the goal is to only show the gasket
performance in improving the SE of the cage. A 2 mm width fabric-over-foam (FoF) gasket
strip is cut as a window frame shape around the top of the 1×1 cage. Fig. 16a shows the
placement of the gasket around the cage on a spare PCB line card for SE measurement.
Similarly, three different vendors of modules are inserted into the cage and the average SE
is obtained over the modules as shown in Fig. 17 for with and without the gasket. The SE
of the cage is improved by a couple of dB in the whole frequency range. Better than 7 dB
improvement is seen in the three response frequencies of about 5.5, 11, and 22 GHz.
The SE of the cage at the frequency of 10.31 GHz is compared in Table 3. About 8
dB improvement is achieved in SE of the cage possessing the gasket. Implementing the
gasket for a larger cage configuration can result in even better performance. Improving the
EMI SE of the QSFP shielding cages can improve the overall EMI performance of
networking systems to meet global and customer-driven EMC regulations.
To evaluate the gasket in active operation of the modules, an MCB is utilized for
40 Gbps modules, as shown in Figure 16 (b). The electrical input signals are 10.31 Gbps
NRZ with a 231−1 pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS). The measurement setup is
depicted in Fig. 18. The optical module is powered ON with a DC power supply.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 16 - Gasket placement in (a) spare PCB line card for the SE measurement, (b)
MCB for active measurement.

Figure 17 - Comparison between the averaged SE of the cage w/ and w/o gasket.

Table 3 - SE of the cage with normal heatsink at 10.31 GHz.
Condition
Cage w/ gasket
Cage w/o gasket

SE [dB]
29.96
23.37
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Figure 18 - Diagram of the active measurement set up.

The pattern generator transferred four traffics lanes of data to the QSFP connector.
The electrical to optical transition occurs in the optical module; the optical cable provides
the loopback and the optical signal transferees back to an electrical signal in the module
meaning full data traffic is provided to the module. The QSFP shielding cage with a rising
heatsink is mounted on the evaluation board. The total received power is obtained on the
quiet side of the chamber. The second examination is the cage with the gasket. For each
measurement, three different vendors of optical modules are used and the total received
power is plotted in Fig. 19. With the gasket, the emission is reduced by 2 to 3 dB which
indicates that implementing the gasket has a beneficial effect in shielding of the system. In
addition, the optical module is considered as the dominant source of emission from the
faceplate chassis. Thus, adding the gasket between the heatsink and the QSFP cages is
likely to have a positive impact on the entire system in comparison to adding a gasket
somewhere buried in the system (i.e., may be beneficial locally but not yield any
measurable benefits at the system level).
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Figure 19 - Comparison of the total received power at the Rx side when different optical
modules are used in active measurement.

5. CONCLUSION
The shielding cages of QSFP interconnections are often designed for thermal,
mechanical, and volume manufacturing and their EMI performance is intuitively
considered.

Furthermore,

introducing

double

density

technology

for

QSFP

interconnections makes it imperative to use a heatsink on the top of the cage to cool the
200 Gbps optical modules. The heatsinks shape (i.e., the pedestal under the heatsink) is for
a thermal contact to the optical modules. Therefore, when optical modules are inserted into
the cage, the heatsinks are raised which creates an air gap between the cage and the heatsink
that can degrade the EMI performance of the shielding cage. In this paper, the effect of a
rising heatsink on SE performance of the QSFP cage is explored. Two configurations of
1×1 and 1×6 QSFP cages are studied and the SE of the cages are measured for the
frequency range of 1 to 40 GHz using a dual reverberation chamber. Three conditions are
investigated for the cage including the cage with the normal heatsink, the cage without the
heatsink, and the cage with the modified heatsink. Further, three different vendors of
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optical modules are utilized for the examination. The averaged SE over the modules is
obtained. The SE of the cage with a rising heatsink is 5 to 10 dB lower at the resonance
frequencies (about 5.5, 11, and 22 GHz) of the gap path between the faceplate and the cage,
and the cage and the optical module. Additionally, two types of aluminum cuboids are
fabricated in which one rises the heatsink and the other one does not. For the first time,
energy parcels and their trajectory method is applied to visualize the coupling path in a
rising heatsink. The rising heatsink provides a new coupling path for EM waves to leak to
the cage and emit from the chassis faceplate. The dominant leakage path is also identified
by using the energy parcel method. The gap between the cage and the cuboid is the
dominant path and the rising heatsink acts as a guided structure (parallel plates) to leak the
waves to the inside the cage. Implementing a window frame gasket around the cage is
introduced as an EMI mitigation technique. Its performance is evaluated with SE
measurements and about 8 dB improvement is achieved at a frequency of 10.31 GHz.
Further, an active measurement with the evaluation board using a 40 Gbps optical module
is performed with and without the gasket; the emission is reduced by 2 to 3 dB at the
frequency of 10.31 GHz when the gasket is implemented. Adding the gasket between the
heatsink and the QSFP cages is likely to have a positive impact on the entire system
compares to adding a gasket somewhere buried in the system which may provide localized
mitigation but not yield any measurable benefits at the system level.
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SECTION
2. CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation is composed of five papers that focuses on triboelectric charge
voltage generation during daily activities in data centers, triboelectric charge voltage
generation during glass transfer system in display manufacturing, and shielding
effectiveness of quad small form-factor pluggable (QSFP) interconnections cage with a
heatsink and visualizing the coupling path by applying the energy parcels concept to
electromagnetic (EM) waves.
In the first three papers, the generation of electrostatic charge is considered for the
cases of walking (well defined pattern and random), standing up from a chair, and for
taking off a sweater at various different tempratures and releative humidity and dew points
variation from -13.13 to 13.89 °C. Further, the effect of utilizing ESD-mitigation shoes and
flooring system on building the static charge and the discharge process are presented. Data
anlalyses were perfomed by definition of walking, standing, event volatges, decay time
constant, ESD effectivness factor, and relative humidity variation (RHV) paramter.
In the fourth paper, triboelectric charge generation on the glass is explored during
the glass transportation by a roller conveyor system in display manufacturing. The paper
presents an intensive study to understand the underlaying parameters including the effect
of roller material (insulative vs. dissipative), roller radius (small vs. large), transfer velocity
(slow vs. fast), transfer acceleration (medium vs. high), traveling distance (200 m vs. 400
m). In addition, a comprehensive study of the surface potential distribution on the glass
and rollers by utilizing a 2D automated scanner is given.
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In the fifth paper, the shielding effectiveness of QSFP interconnections cages with
heatsinks, which are often optimized for thermal, mechanical, and volume manufacturing,
is investigated. Energy parcels and their trajectory concept are applied to EM waves to
visualize the coupling paths in a QSFP cage with a rising heatsink. The rising heatsink
creates a new coupling path for EM waves to leak to the cage and emit from the
routers/switches chassis faceplate. An EMI mitigation technique is introduced and
evaluated by SE measurement for the frequency of 1-40 GHz, and by an active operational
of 40 Gbps optical module in dual reverberation chamber.
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